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EEKLIT ENTUCKY
1 00 E .
UGHL S'
TONIC
.thiE coRa F C R
Chills arid Fever
For 33 Yttars A Succ ss
HOPEI N MILLE,
 VMS 
wK .V 1LLE. CHRISTIAN COUNTY. KENTUCKY, FRIDAY JUNE 13 18110,
Scaly Skin Diseases rummy Y.% Nis THAI' 1•E1S1.)1 BUILEAl• ALMOST A DUEL.$21 head.
botly with white scabs. I They are Called II pm. Ia. ria a 1111 ler- . maramela es4lx611. ,
Mil Is Sird•olirls 1111 Guthrie
A Resolution in .1-1---o• f-lonee Aykieg Air wo .... anent Loaeletille l'hyylcinn•
clil gone Sp •nt handreals °Idol' 
maroon Amount %of Gum tali iota. WAsitiNoToN, June 9 -The Preai-
medies. 
itchy and bleeding. Hair 
• 1 oa few.
SEND ORDERS TO Cutieurn Re
Pronounced incurable. Cured by
Ni.in red. 1
arm 1 25 Veal.. A gal and 'Wel
• My disease ail..Oasis a rs tdrake out on my
Kraver de H a rris5 
M C, A ek. spreaditigeI5iiii.howe,
We Testimony then T Y IT.
',a:orb-tors hays thaw.): "count Ilk. titis:'
For Yea self.
urn ER TIIAN QUININE.
Mr. V. M. Kaiterson, Doreey Co . Ark
: can ce•tify to the tact that Hugh
aka Imliebewt etilll mule I vcr tried.
.omit it better t ban qululn,.."
CURES CHRONIC CASES.
111r,. N. W. McDonald. Caere' 11111. Miss.,
• Your 11 ughes' Topic fon-hint Mei
las never failed yet and I hay- so di.
111114mber of chronic cases. It cure.. theta
Wee "








Pullman Buffdt Ueepin] Cars
FROM AND To
LOUISVILLE, MEMPHle, VICKSBURG,
flATON IRO"! .E, and NEW OR- .
LEANS, via. MEMPHIS'
Ti Oic" t aid Dssit e Rom
To a..Nra viola
1.14;;Ifsdl, Philadelphia, Rantenore.
Chicago, I i ("humping,11E1.,_.,.......L rtuitrfnuolio.k(01.clvella,in.ti.Comfort,
LASTIfir It NORTH W EnTE RN POINTS
Natl. outeville,
AND
Vicksburg, 13.ton Rouge. New
Mohlie, Little Rock, Hot SerIngs,
' to West Teunespee. Texas.
, Mlosiniappl. i °Malmo.. ean•i ,
80 0 AN la FteurTH w EsT. 1
I!to i. NO 25.
11111sitioren Day Ex. Mail Ex.
(-stureles. linty lov 11:t% pin r. :on Ain
12.5.1 iian
t;restrirlIk   111f) 
:i
e:a7
C  1:13 n:....
MIVays 1:2a Ii::/.
t silestiport  1:2.1 6,t.
%VW! • Plains 1:34
*vin 1;44e  el 4's:5
  157 7:12
f.114=air,rgisi   2: 0 7:47:15
 2:111 7:56
7:31









Ma I Ex. Day
Le. 4:21 pm 11:05 aun
4:16 11:15 •
.... 4:44 11 :24
11:3s
  5:15 II :58





  1105 I? :55
  6:13 1:46
... 6:21 1:15
Ciantrui City, Ar. 6:10 pm 1:25
No. 4.
Day Ex.
Centre. city.  Lv. 5:tM 1:45 •
taelliallit=irt'v argil pa n eZpedneedllentantral-
rangleglileit is time and throng% ears. A
YP:41-t"RE to the time and conventenee se-
eu.ed the Limited Express Trains ONLY
- .irtivAasiguirANNwssapI outsvIlle and
between tits Iwo eit lee ever 0 -
For Lowest Rates. Time Tablann and all de-
sired laferiutiotioa spry to
Geo MAGUNDER. Agent,
NORTONV I LLF. KY.







to Front Entrance nt
- - Ky
lot on Bryau Street
home dwelling, on 7th Street,
wee, il rooms and basement.
gegdes and fruit^. A bargain to
DU •
Utry ritopaRTY FOR SALE.
osi South side Princeton Sin et
11 In.
argareisidence locations in the
TO* scorner of Princeton street and
*Tenet.
p tom near it. It. aster tank.
Lee noose property on 7th street near
is bridge. Will sell a•  whole or it.
J. W. [millets lot on Liberty atreet
be Minded tate 1 or wore iota.
petty on north .10. 611. street, near dc
in lose Woad. lwrod for residence, hote,
taws. '
it Me most desirable residences on east
gage ko, 2 alleys, S room house.
etc. Price si.750.
Other largest and tewi, •ppot cited resi-
gn Moan) Main atreet, with about Di
San IOC eta bargain.
AMUR room louse and all out bulldinge
ebsessiti large lot, all in spleodld repair.
worth mai. w• oder for f2.3Ju situated Ian
Notre Wain street.
Peng twos ware and iot,SuatO teecon South
v111101116lieldwas ot a ',seem!)
Ma ems N. Lea wile km. .10 :4161.13 street.,
IM P11110491, eau ae divide.! so as to make6 good
bresigallis Iota.
Wawa eleventh atreet adjoining New Ere
Mem Wirt cheap.
Pew 130111 bowie and outbuildings nearly
new, with one 01 the dueat Iota ...It youth Mall)
strait. A bargain.
Acre kit wan unprovemente iin month side
Princeatin weer very 'heap.
FARM PROPERTY
118Maere farm :el relies from HirpkInseille.
on rogiayra rood Frame d....itang; 5 rooms;
bare and stable. Will exchynge for city
posporty, or ee:1 camp.
Salaam farm at Oak Grove, Ky. One M the
beet gad cheapest arms 1., Southern Ken-
tare.
N..-- 4111 tot hind, 4 mres west from liar-
• oialsig Mrs. Martha King.
sates wear WON Fork 01 Pond
Itasestose taint and a bergain.
OM [aria ill Taylor ono ot y. Ky 4
(rom Campbell:settle; good soil: line
derellstagi Iwo teueneent houses
Out bniklhaip. Only SE061
Moen farm, on Sinking York bmtoin land,
welbtioproired, adjoining terms ad J noire Jo.
IlleiCarroll. Elate 'Renshaw and others
A, efamp10 acre tarn., wee .u.pro-ed, near
Pee. Woke.
We're. Mad east ride Cox Mill road. new
..t
.........  at a bargain.
turn oflell acme. adjoining Cerulean
tarrn. finely improved with spleu•
mill. :1'.. miles from Pembroke,
MPtract 
and ex meet u2; to depot. farm
proved, with ieta acre. under g oil
erltb plenty of good timber and waiter
0 Kam boom. IWO tenement*. barn. stable
IOW ellrehard. flood for wheat, t
obacco Or
she* dorm and .1a bargain
acre farm near imirrettseuirg. Land
and form well Improved. Every.
hi good order. Ir•rtee.117.500. ane-teird
baiasall cod 2 years at ti per cent.
Mt emu WAte dwelling, born, stables, wa•
NMI auteard, it) miles east from caty, and
all.. from Eurguaon's Store for 4421.I.
boa little term. 125 acres, well lin-
os LA. a T Railroad, between Oak
Douglass station, in Chriatilan
lnwel ling oft roc ins, %edam°
ant esileenal to any in the Co.
allis them known as the Reuben Bodin-
2 smiles from Pembroke. One cal
proved farms in the county mud
ON, Sm. • bargain offered is 41:111
D. T. Carter 441 acre farm, one of the
Christian. Han every necee-
1.1 interovement Including or-
gan. from Elmo and only three







The follawing brands kept: No fess County an,
• E. W. Worsnant's Peerless; HID WInsteent's MIA
Velvet; Robertson County Corn Whisky: Anderson
County ‘Alaiiiky; White corn N.Atisky: Rien oral n
Sour Mash Caton County Whisky awl Tennessee
Whiskies.










•,..rn 11.-Enclooe Postal, Moey Order or Califs
eseeaseee -s • with your 3rder.
BRYANTEL3HIA ON BUSINESS COLLEGEKY,
A General Stampede in Pric s
FOR 30
Mlict 1-‘4.c. clibot .-71. a-- 3r 4r..›ffe, rixigg
35 Pieces Fine Dress Goods, worth $ 90 go for $ 75
15 " 60
5 ,, .. - 100 " 50
25 " 66 6 75 I 6 55
20 Patterns Lovely China Silk worth .90 and $1.25 down
to 55 and .90.





A Beat.tiful Line of Calicos worth 08k " 05
Lace Caps ,worth 2 50 ., I 75
66 64 200 " 150
• • At
1 75 " 1 25













A Big Drive in Carpets. Hugs and Lace Curtains.
White Goods worth 08* " (15









150 .. 1 oo
The best $2.00 Ladies Shoe on earth for the money. A
full line of Stribley & Emerson's Shom at bottom prices.
Everything in the Notion Line can be found in our house
throughout the season. Respectfully,
.1 0 INT S & Co.
WIS. II. Triastrir. ED. TURNLEY.




9 Reo.e'ulate The E3owels.001 
sot.] ever3'wheeis- CuricunA, 744,
Sel a I., It v.:of.% ENT, II. PrefAirAlvtlY
PiatTIK Dart; WM01'111E11 It'ALLoitia6.14A.TION,
VIIII.Send for "How to core• Sk in I I,eas-
ti4 pages, 5. Illustrations, and 100 testi-
monials.
rat “ v b KS. black -heads. rail rough, c ns pped,
• alial oho skin prevents d by I. l'T II URA
SoA 1.
fit IT s I OP THE. PAIN
netts, rbetineattsm, land aLlis6•01ar
Back ache, kidney pains. weak-
one mtute
irtliereCtZleodiagi
ingot The II, a, /old lisl hot &Lwows
psi... fling pi:a...a
tuost rove ria ei nay I. ee. It rain it t r taaj tayes.
is t..1 the .1 3.1.1.•laii wog atrn Id I %elm d I. ace
hay ey sight malt gi. Cr. It twItes.1 all over
Inter, and any hair sell lt II out, until I was
COI 'rely lase .1-he au; It then broke taut out oat
any Mr,. anal 515111, ers, laufll nay roma. were
in 't one ware It y el lire sly. my
(V, lieNtl, us liii ro,oillilers being Ii,.' %ors(
I he the wi tale mate.", tell c..is• ant ij 1 ..... 11/Y
11V/IIi v st dens, HMI Mins; the aak a. would
thi,• en and .ery itchy, alial would cracK mud
if sera. che.i. A(er spending many
"If I had this bueinees to attend to
and were at liberty to thaw money
for it, I should get rich as Croesus In
a very few yeatm," said a United
'States Senator a few ilt“s ago, as he
Writ' reading and (Reposing of his
more lug here mere ninety-
*even lettere, viol' written by favor-
- seeker. one of them %% anted the
liudreds ofdo sllar. I Was prooulierd inchfahle Senator to "go to the general land
I head of the CUTter IS !sag gni ES. and after 1!office and look up the etatum niy• ...nee tett bonnie, l'i•Ticritle lirsotv SNIT,
I 1.1.l see a change; and after I had taKeti patent for my homestead." Thatlour heti :es. I WAS A1111041 cured; and whe I
had bottles"(t'UTItii HICOOLV ENT would have called for a lee of $10
and ot.e dux of pod one eake of from any attorney. Another letteret-ricks MoAr, 1 was auhN14.1 the dreadful
disci& e from which I eau mitten.' tor five wati from a Mall who wanted to
Years. I th tight the disease wou,d I, eve a
very deep seat but tlw Cr rica-ut 1tErs got as ascertain a hillier or uot his papers
Cu ed it without any sears 1 t-ennot exure. were on tile for a perpetual motionelm it lee, what 1 latiffered before the t
RENEDIEs• TheY sated 110 Me, and machine in the patent office, as he
I feel It my duty to ree01111111ellat Itielli. My
hair is retored C. good ever, and so is my eye- had "mailed the appliennou and
sight. I know of others who have recched model four days age, and got no
Kiva' deuifit from their use.
JI ItosA KELLY, Rockwt II CIO, low answer." That necessitated a trip
Cuticura Resolvent to the patent office, and a call on the
The New Blood and Skin purifier and purest comlniamioner, which any attorney inand best of H umor Remedies. int• ninny, and 
C
„
urler RA, the great Skin Cure, and-CI-rico- Wilmington would have ebarged $10
pt.4 Sense. utui k.xquisite Sklas beautifier, cx- for doing.ft malty, speedily, and permanently cur ev-
ery species of itching, burnineowaly, crust ii. There was a letter from a doctor intemple. scrofulous. and hereditary dimes
itiul humor- ul Ow don. scalp:old buss!, 1:11 a conligtimis e eeityeaesking the Scu-
t...Not hair. fr  plinplaa to marotules. ante to call on Ow Indien Commis-
sioner anti try to I4 t hint appointed
ae physieian to the Stanitegrook
Agency, in Daltrey. lie said that he
would be willing to "give $100 out Of
his first year'e tottery" if lie got the
leave The mail was ell of that
character. If he lied heel permitted
to charge for his services, or if he
had been so disposed, the Senator
could have collected not less than
$3n0 front the'writers of those letters,
and they would have been glad to
____ have paid the eeveral emus men-- - --
0 tinned, in order to succeed in their
II IL 
..,, k,:ix,, , asd aid apyli,a2:1:..rI:ei r,sa.t.t iiitowsnr1.400. y eaaTritit;ai nya.kn dolf,i;.ieattt,
10 I to.,. and beget. diseases, such as
ta Cost Renews ricranges he Is hole aye.
Sick Headache,
Dyspepsia, Fevers, Kidney Diseases,
Bilious Colic, Malaria, etc.
'entre Pills produce regnlar habit of
body and good d teem too. eiih,c,ut
stitch, no one can enjoy good health.
Sold Everywhere.
the Senator goes about the business
of these busy letter- writers, and
never charges them one cent. He
gets a eatery of *5,000 from the Gov-
ernment, and nothing else: not even
gratitude. At the very next election
they are likely ti s turn him down,
and send a new min to the Senate.
The people are very fickle.
Here's a Girl to Entulate.
Clara Belle's New York IA'? ten.
PROFESSIONAL r;7-'-7.-'% A stately and handsome example
W. W. CLARK,
Attorney lit Law.
Ofnee with Judice McCarron, hear cour
hou Hopkina. c, Ky.
It' II practice in the courts of Christian and
adjoining con nt les.




Will practice In all the courts of the coin-
mon wewItia. orrice 11 rawtalrs in the :McDaniel
block.
Especial fitter)? • n paid to-the to
claims. deand,kw.
A. II. 1.ns Kg. J. I. I.seenas
Tnbacco Sale...sill a Landes &
Wr-T in iyszir 1- aw
COMMISSION -Mg Hopkinsvillo, Ky.
E:cphant Warehousc.,
CLARY:MLLE. TENN
We never speculate directly or Indirectly ill tOtlaCCO. Careful 
attention to the Interest
our Customers and best prices obtained. Ada:twes made 
on Tobacco in Store. All Tuba"...
at owner's expense unitise otherwise instructed In writing
Union Tobacco Warehouse.
East Commerce Street, Near Passenger Depot, 
CLARKSVILLE, TENS
ter- M ARK, roue 1100,411 KADs UNION TOBACCO WAREHOUSE."111111‘
1 I RECTORS AND OFFICERS.
 m: 
A. V. GOODPASTICa E. Pres't,  
St. bethlehem, Tenn
w. R. asoweze. viee-Pretet,  .. 
Olmstead, Ky.
A. E. 0 Aeries's, seeretare,  
Dresden, Tenn.
E. M. Smogs, Woosemrd. Tenn.  I,
W. W. Otion, Olmstead. Ky.,  
. Executive Committee.
I. V. Foal. . ... . . ...............   1 
•dams Station, Tenn.C D./Senn, Douglas, Ky. 




.... .. .... .. ..... ... Moltke. Tenn.
L. H. WHITs. 
Cobb, Ky.
W. D. )1EILIWICTIf KR, . . 
.. Guthrie, Ky.
C. P. WAKVI41.1), . 
Superintendent, Clarksville, Tenn.
Cash advent..4 on Tobarco In Mote, bill lading or In the hands of 
responsible farmers
All Tobacco insured while In store at the expense of owner, excep
t where tnere is Co ad-
vane, and then w thout writ ten orders not to Insure. (Acme attention 
given to sampling and
selling, shad prompt remittance made.
Fulton Avenue Brewery,
EVANSVILLE, IrD.,
LAGER AND EXPORT BEER
Made from Pure Malt and Hops. Warranted Strictly Pure
Kept in Quantitii-s on Ice and Can be Furnish-
ed on Short Notice.





Colvanized Iron, Unice, Window Gaps,
Tin and S.1 ,1e R [iii Hill Nide 'I' A pecialty.
 AN,) ,R8 IN-
Tinware, Glassware, Queensware, Clutlory and Lamps.
PINTH STREET HOPKINsVILLE. KY.
MT. LOUIS, MO, %WW1 litrir11414111
grIPerl Wall dive awes er Iroa,Nes le ask.





elni v. hiss of drams.
SkiliAttriestawaterareetml.
s tereiegbd Iodine. who
fee.aemil r.e. stamp for clone
wow.






A farm of 70 acres. 2',! miles south
of Hopkineville, Ky. Improve-
ments, and 2 room frame house aud
cellar, barn, stable for 14 head of
stock, 50 acres in grass, all in a high
state of cultivation. Ten Ills easy. All
lime stone land.
A farm at Pon P.4)., of MO acres All goes)
land. Dwelling. storehouse 14. iit aiii-
hut's... Improvements all new. WIII Nell at
a or exchange for city property in the
city of Homk I moo I Iv.
A tract of land situated at Crofton
Ky., cootaining 120 acres, 10 acres in-
side of corporate limit of Crofton,
80 acres cleared and under a good
fence, and 40 acres in good timber.
(food dwelling and all necessary out-
buildings and large etiedded barn
suitable for tobacco or stock. A well
of lastiog water convenient to house
and barn. Will sell at a bargain.
A farm of 12.5 acres, situated Pe
miles south from Hopkineville, Ky.,
on Cox Mill road. Improventente
good. 115 acres cleared and 10 hares
in timber
For sale. lots in Stites' adilitiou to
Hopkinsville, Ky. These lots are
well located and are situated west
and east of R. It. :rack.
McPtieresn lois situated on south
side ef 15th St., et eukineville
11 desirable lots Mr 'tale. Isitueted
on east side of Clareeville Mt., in
Hopkineville, Ky.. beienging to the
Wallace heirs, and beng a part of
Sharp addition is. the city of Hop-
A farm of 105 acrett 3 miles east of
Crofton, all litneetevie land, well Im-
proved, sell at a bargaite
400 acres of land S n Bee south of
Hopkineville, Ky., to- sale. Im-
provement good awl laud first-class.
Terms reasonatili
dwellings on Eire Sir( et for sale.
et, I
" " "
" East of Clarksville St., for
W. O. W If ignaa. W. H. Valor:, Book-K
eeper. JOHN N. Moms
ae
co Warchusern, Commission Merchants & Grain Derl'iers
SEVENTH AND RA I LIMA D STREETS, 110PK 1 NSVI 1.LE, KY.
Liberal advances made on consignments. All tobacco sent us cov
ered by insurance
NAT (I ‘ITII ER. Managrl• J
AMES WEST, tiaPettnit. a
PLANTERS WAREHOUSE
The Nat Gaither Co., Proprietors.
Tobacco Commission Merchants.
HOPKINSVILLE, -
a2rFour months free storage to planters.
se KENTUCKY.
HERNDON & MAJORS,




i3olieite the patronage of planters and dealers 
everywhere. Liberal
advanoes made on tobacco in store, or Bills of Lading i
n transit. All toos.
Insured while In store unless written instruction* not 
to insure. kat.
-o to GRANGE WAREHOUSE.
ale.
dwelliaig west side of VirF,inia St.
" east 
''14
Building lots well located in any
part of the city.
3 dwellings on Elm St. at a bargain.
dwelling on East Litwrty Street.
1 dwelling on East side of Virginia St.
I dwelling near Clarkiiville St.
1 dwelling on Wetit side of S. Vir. St.
1 residence on N. Bryan St., Hop-
kinsville, Ky.. 6 room-' and all neces-
sary out-buildingis. Terms easy.
1 residetiee on West slide of North
Main St., Hopkineville. Ky., 6 rooms
and all necessary out-buildiumet.
Will sell at a bargain.
FOR RENT.
The F. T. Gorman iilsee oil North
Main.
1 dwelling on Campbell St.
" 10th and Clarksville St.
South side 9th St.
1 11 " Elm St.
5 room house. Tenth and Clarks-
ville street. Price $12 per month.
Foe RENT-A neat house and lot
on corner of Liberty and 10th Sts.
INSURANCE.
We write all classes of fire
and tornado insurance and
prompt settlements in case
of loss. Real estate bought
and sold on commission.
Loans negotiated, houses
rented and rents collected;
property listed with us for
sale advertised free of charge
to owner.
Callis & Watace,
girOftice in rooms lately occu-
pied by east-office.
- - Ky.
of the well-bred young lady attemird
a theat Heal first night last week and
occupied with her escort a seat in
third row of the orchestra. She was
so fair to look upon that a large there
of the audience watched her as she
went down the aisle and settled gime-
fully to her chair. It Was then ob-
served with much interest that she
raised her &rine and detached front
her head the fashionable hat that be-
came her PO well. Her hair was a
bright golden, and under the radient
lights it fairly flashed in its beauty.
The old gentleman sitting behind her
settled back comfm timbly in his chair,
and congratulated himself that he
had been placed behind such a
thoughtful creature, for nos' could he
not only see the stage but a splendid
head of hair as well. Presently two
or titter young women in the imme-
diate vicinity mike' Inc admiration
ono the originator of the scheme had
excited. Frew thie the movement
76,deremit.ttti.!rettif Pirtle-47"MP YhN•14
even to the rear rows of the circle.
Between the acts a paper began to
circulate about nutmeg the people oc-
cupying the orchestra. Each gen-
tleman as he received it resd some-
thiug that had been written on it and
then smilingly signed his Rattle, af-
ter which he passed it to his imme-
diate neighbor.
lu a few moments the paper came
back to the old gentleman who had
started it on its errand. Bending
ferward he politely addtessed the
golden-haired girl, handing to her at
the same time the paper. She read
it, and as she did so, a deep blush and
a mmile crept over her face. The pa-
per was a vote of thanks signed by
thirty or more of the male spectators.
Its text has as follows: "W'e, the
undereigned, desire to express our
respectful admiration for a most
beaut ful ftl (1 coneiderate )()wig lady,
name not known, who, by removiug
her hat ire nt her bright golden head
has set the fashion for others, there-
by rendering it possible for a delight-
ed audience to witness the details of
a stage performance."
The pretty girl clue a rediant emile
over her shoulder at the old gentle-
man behind, and, folding the Palmer,
tucked it into the front of her dress
by the side of a bunch of pansies.
And everybody was happy.
3 it
upon as one of the most dangerous
and utiscrupulouti men in Whitting-
ton. He boards, of course, at Mr.
Morton's Shoreham and takes his
drinks at the grill.
ems-- 
To the oiler's of Christ i•n Count).
A charge having been made
throughout the county that I was en-
gaged in ciiculating copits of some
old letters writtee to me in MS by
W. E. Wartield, Esq., I refer to the
correspondence below as a complete
proof of the falsity of the charge.
Respectfully,
HOPE INSVILLE, KV., June ri, '90.
W. ,E. WAstemen, Este , Casky, Ky.
Pear Sir:-Two old letters, written
404.KIL:S.,23:-.1t*L vou,_have been
in the town and county with a view
dent and the Secretary of Pie In-
was Na. rovriy .A verged.
terior are still quietly investigating
the charges made some days ago
age inst Pension Comtnimaioner Baum.
It is hinted that the President and
the Seeretery of the Interior have de-
clared that if iteunt (-smelt (Reprove
the chergem that lie is ill live to gat.
Saturday Mr. cooper of Indiana In-
troduced the following le eolution itt
the theme of Iteprp-eutatives:
"WHEREAS+, Rep ea 14 are being
widely circulated through the news-
papets reflecting upon the man-
agement of the Bureau of Pensions
Nearly a quarter of a century ago
was enacted a little scene, at the state
line near Guthrie, of which very few
people are cognizant. At the titue it
trammired even the citizens of Guth-
rie were ignerent that their quiet
little village was threatened with a
mope tieemational and tragic occur-
rence. Dr. B. was a member of the
faculty of one of the largest medical
Schools Ill Louisville. Dr. C. occu-
pied a similar position in a rival in-
!dilution of the Paine city. A misun-
lilt-hi it is charged: 
derstaudine e ....•' op between them.
F'Irst-That the present C'ounnis-
honer if Pensions has been engaged
In selling to certain employes of the
Pension Office shares of stock in a
corporation or company, of whieh he
is presideut, which is organized for
the pureose of introducieg a patent
refrigerator, which, it is claimed, is
impracticable and worthless, and
that, in consideration of such pur-
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Why Are r A.itednnalland New i.hMcti=ill notli GAB A11) GOWIP.
Cat laaareel and Given tot he Public Jose
us at Was Found.
There are two colti al the Park that
have the making of great horses in
in them. The very best judges of the
trotting horse who have seen these
animals concur In this opinion. I re-
fer to Holland's 2-year old, Ray Gor-
don, and Cooper alt McChaney's 3-year
old, Simmo Phalli's. The former is
by Gordon, and promises to make bis
re illustrious at no distant date. lie
Is entered in several of the greatest
stake events of the year, and If We
I performance is equal to his promise,
he will be worth a large amount of
money to his owner before he enters
his 3-year old career. The latter colt
has developed great speed under Me-
Naney's training, and it is confident-
ly expected that his 3-year old record
will be away down.
it•ip
Many people here remember the
colt, Simmo Colon, bred by Mr. Not
Dills, and handled at the Park two
years ago. Very few who knew him
then expected toile-lir from him so fa-
voraby this year. In the 2:30 chum
race at Pattertion, New Jersey, the
other day he won three eonseentive
heals in the .emarkably fast time of
of Penstone has recently, lay an un- 2:2.524, 2:212, and 2:=2,, defeating
just and partial ruling, ativaiteed and several of the best young horses on
(-wised to be taken up out of their or- the trotting turf. And yet this colt
der many thousands of claims of a sold for $4,750, to, a man in the upper
certain attorney residing in the city portion of the State, two good church
of Whittington; and that, in consul- tnembere of this city having retnsed
eration thereof, said attorney has be- to give this amount for hint when he
cs.ine all rety on the note of paid tow- was offered them.
missioner in a batik in the city of
111111e 12.-"The
'ululating Arizona and New Mexico
will not be reported fevorably by the
Committee on Territories," said Del-
Marcus A. Smith, of Arizona, to-day,
"simply because those territorier are
considered safely Democratic. Ida-
ho was Democratic until the Mor-
MOM( were disfranchised by the con-
etitution presented to Congress, and
mforever excluded from the right to
vote. Idaho being thus made safely
Itepubliean, the committee Immedi-
ately presented a favorable report to
the House,h  whic  epeedily passed the
bill. The case of Wyoming, a sure
Republican territory, was acted on
with even more stromptness, but
nothing was said about disfranchis-
lug the Mormons in that Territory,
thought it was frequently stated on
the floor of the House that Mormons
were there. In this case, however,
they were Republican in politics.
"Arizona," Mr. Smith continued,
"has a greater population than Wyo-
ming, and one equally as great as
Idaho. Arizona exceeds Idaho large-
ly in assessable property, and fully
equals Wyoming in this respect. Ar-
izona has a pecplt as provromeive, as
well educated, SW capable of aelf-gov-
er tiniest as tither el there Republi-
can territories-, but mite is Democratic
aud that alone is sufficient to keep
her out.
"New Mexico is a still more strik-
Washington for th me e u of $25,000; A beautiful instance of filial regard
therefore, be it fell under my observation recently.
Itesoeveni, Tilsit the Committee Ott o One beside which theldevotion of
Invalid Pensions lie and they are which Antiogoue to tEdipusdwindies
hereby directed to inquire eoucern- into insignificance. A certain young
Mg said charges and report to this lady who poseensett all the mental
House. Ansi for the purpose of mak- and personal attractions which eller
ing said investigation thorough a high heaven pleased to shower upon
complete, the said emninittee is here- a woman has two guests equally ac-
hy authorized to send for pereons and complished. As might be supposed,
papers, to administer oaths and take such an aggregation of loveliness at-
testimony." tracted a multitude of callers. The
Haunt himself is feeling very ner- young gentlemen of Hopkinsville
voile+. For several days past he has are not noted for their repose of man-
been around the lobbies of the House ner, and the noise they make disturb-
eonferring with his party friends. ed the Plumber of the father of the .
He has worn a troubled look, and young lady, who is the heroine of
there is no doubt that be is much my narrative. Last Friday evening
troubled. Lemon, the man who in- knowing that several of the noisiest
horsed Raum's note for $'11,000, is the boys in town intended calling, this
leading 'H.111.1011 shark of Washing- good girl, at supper time, placed a
ton. He has niade millions out of sleeping potionin her father's cup of
the old soldiers and pensioners. Ile coffee in order that hie repose might
publishes a paper called the National be unbroken by the carrying on of
'Tribune for the pterpose of advents- the young fo:les in the parlor, and it
ing his businese and agitating pen- affords me pleasure to say that it
hone and in a general wa • i looked worked like a charm, and the old
gentleman's dreams were undisturb-
ed. There are very few girls who
would have been so considerate
as this one, or who would have taken
such pains to prevent an abridge-
ment of the hours of paternal rest.
She is an example to Leglectful and
thoughtless daughters, a shining and
conspicuous exemplar of filial re-
gard, and it is with eyes not wholly
free from tears that I record this
touching incident. •
4, ••
Never wrap up anything in a pieee
ftitYlti "CI fen cirrisalteluhti- be ng
sees is written on the paper. This
piece of advice is none the less volu-
ble, even though I make no charge
for it. Asa philantbropist I throw
to injure you in your canvass for del-
were esee..,
egate to the Constitutional Couveu- 
guarantee there is one person In
Ron. 
Hopkinsville, and that is a youn
I write to ask you to state how you 
lady, who will lay these words
regarded them at the time they were 
wisdom to her heart. A few days t
written-whether in earnest or in 
ago this lady went to a picnic and
jest. Please also state if, after an iu- 
took the usual basket implements
vestigstion, you believe I had any- 
along, picking up a comb she wrap-
thing to do with their publication. 
ped it up in a piece of paper, not
l'Itetise 'deo state if you had any ob- 
noticing what it was. Arriving at
jee !0.1 to my showing them or to 
the picnic ground she took out the
their being made public. Your early 
comb, arranged her bangs and threw
reply will much oblige 
the paper on the ground. A few days
Your friend 
afterwards a friend mentioned a cer-
W teetem Cowe N. 
tain letter she had received front a
I 'AsKV, KV., June ii, 18110. 
young Loan and repeated it word for
William Cowan, Esq., Hopkinsville, 
word. Of course the young lady was
Ky. 
astoehilied. The fact was that the
paper in which the comb us wrap-
ped was the letter in question, and
the friend had found it two days af-
terward, just where it had been
dropped. The moral of this story- is:
Dou't wrap up your comb in a love
letter, it spoils the comb and the let-
ter may get lost.
Kentucky in the Senate.
The Globe Democrat lots the fol-
lowing to say editorially of Ken-
tuceity's Senators tur the past twenty-
five years:
"Kentucky has generally been
represented in the Senate by men
a'sove the average of (het body of in-
t diet-Mal power. A tilting Rifler
wl  the State has sent to that
branch of Cougrese were Humphrey
Marshall, John Breckenridge,
Richard M. Johnson, George M.
Bibb, Henry clay, John J. Critten-
den, Lazarus W. t owell, Joitu C.
Breckenridge, Garrett Davie, Jame('
Guthrie, John W. Stevenson and
James B. Beck. These were all
strong men in their time, in the
tuition as well as in the State. The
first Breckenridge, Bibb, Powell and
Stevenson, it is true are not familiar
names to the average person of to-
day. although the last two mentioned
retired from office at a period com-
paratively recent, yet they were con-
spicuous in the uatinual councils
during their service. The others es-
pecially Johnson, Clay, Crittenden,
John C. Breckenridge and Davis,
were as familiar by name 'in their
age throughout the country as Benja-
min Harrison, Jas. G. Blaiue or
Grover Cleveland is at present, while
the reputation (if two first named
were is unit wide in extent."
The Queen of the German Court .
The Countess+ Waldeniee W11.14 a Miss
Lea, of New York, and she has a
uutul•er of relatives in Kentucky.
She is now the finst lady ill the Ger-
man court. Her husband is nearly
related to the reigning Emperor, and
Ile and him young wife are devoted to
her. She lives like a queen in the
palace adjoining Vou Moltke's.
Though everything about her is royal,
elle herself follows the most seveie
/simplicity. From her tine forehead
her soft silver hair is brushed
smoothly back. Her complexion is
as fresh as a girl's; her face, with its
beautifully chiselled features, is full
of expression, and her figure and
carriage are regal. At home she
wears dark caelimeres of thirst quali-
ty, but made absolutely without
trimming, while the necks and
sleeves have plain linen collars and
cuffs. Yet with ail this simplicity




Formerly wattle trieude, they became
deadly enerniee. Each had a large
circle of admirers and they belonged
to families who occupied the highest
positions, socially and otherwise. A
duel with pistols Was arranged be-
tween them to take place on the state
line just East of and in sight of the
hotel at Guthrie. The Rains then
left Leuisville in the morning and it
IMO thought would reach Guthrie in
good time for the event. Consulting
the time table it was found by each
III the parties that the train Was due
at Guthrie at eettetly 4 p. ttm. Fearing
they might be delayed they both took
the midnight train on the night be-
fore the encounter was to take place
and remained at the hotel with their lug Matinee of Republican unfair-
seconds until 3:31 p. tn. when they
repaired to the ground selected by
their seconds for the fight. The dis-
tance, ten pace-, was measured and
all other preliminaries arranged. At
4 p. tn. promptly the principals step-
ped to their respective positions with
pistols in hand, their seconds and
surgeons at their posts. Just as the
count, "one, two, three,"was about to
commence, three old gentlemen, one
a dietinguisited Circuit Judge, and
the other two, army officers, cf great
prominence, appeared in hailing dis-
tance, and called loudly for a tempo-
rary arrest of proceeding. until an 
in our favor."
explanation could be made. The in-
truders were personally well known
by all the parties, and a halt was
therefore ordered by the eecorele.
After the dueling parties left the
city the night before, by some means
the intelligence that a duel was in
prospect reached the ears of one of
tile dish i sign islietl gentlemen mention-
ed, and knowing (Ina circumstances,
and that there was really no good
reason for the meeting, and that the
affeir had been arranged for 4 p.
the Judge with two prominent men,
mutual friends of the parties, hoard-
ed the train hoping to reach the
ground in time to atop the affair.
The conductor was engaged to make
rapid time between Hadensville and
Guthrie, and the train arrived several
minutes before 4 o'clock. Ascertain-
ing from a negro porter that some
gentlemen had a short time before
gone over in the direction of the state
line a half-hour before their arrive
they immediately started on a run
for the place. They- were fort-ed t(
cross ditches, fallen timber and briar
'welter. 'They arrived almost out of
hasew• utinhte's. After- arguing aria
explaining at length, and much pres-
sure, a truce was agreed to until the
following flay. The parties returned
to the hotel where the whole troub:e
a duel was urger] upon vow
physician's. A large document was
finally drawn up setting forth these
things, signed by principals, seconds,
Judges and Generals, it being agreed
to by the principals. What might
have proved a fatal eneounter was'
thus fortunately averted.
These brief facts were furnished by
a gentleman of this city who is
thoroughly frmiliar with the affair
from the beginning. ,
nese. Her population is :greater and
her wealth greater than Wyoming
and Idaho cembined, yet after Ari-
zona's and New Mexico's claims had
been fully presented to the Commit-
tee on Territories, the bills for their
admission were referred to a sub-
committee which has not met since,
and which, in my opinion, will not
meet again this session. I have beg-
ged and importuned the committee
to report one way or the other, but
my petition has been of no avail.
They cannot consistently report
against tle, and they dare not report
A VhdiON OF BEAUTY.
2
CLF.OPATRA'n BONES colt SALE.
A Citizen of Alexandria ()Marx Them
to the Chicago World's Fair.
Cuireeo, June 12 -A citizen of
Alexandria, Egypt, one Alexander
faglieferro, has written to the Cont-
i:vs:AR SIR answer to your let- mittee of Foreign Exhibits of the
ter of yesterday in regard to the old World's Fair. He tills an entirely
new seheine, which differs !merrily
from the projects ner hanging gar-
dens, towers, pyramide and the like.
In fine he says he is sure lie is in
possession of the body of Cleopatra,
the famous Egyptimin queen, and has
sent the officials at fair headquarters;
a photograph of the sarcophagus,
which. lie believes and (-taints, is that
letters written to you by me in the
year 1588, I reply:
'That it Was well understood that
the talk about the division of the
county was not ill earnest, but one of
tioa extravagances of a heated can-
vass, and it goes without nayiug that
neither you nor myself ever really
favored a division. My letters were
written as retaliatory ridicule of the
talk of the tax party abeut "moms-
backs," and the benefit of the rail-
roads to the laborers and the impetus
they would give to ',regrew+ and pros-
perity. This is 'Perfectly plain upon
their face to any one familiar w ith
the talk of the subsidists during the
tax tight.
When I first heard that these let-
ters had beeu prepared by the thou-
viands for distribution throughout the
comity for the purpose of injuring
me, I naturally supposed, as they
were edam-seed to you, that you were
engaged in the tichenne; but a subse-
quent investigation ham' fully phi/died
me that you parted with them long
ago, without slightest expectation of
publication, to whieli you were vio-
lently opposed and which you did
your utmost to prevent.
I had not the slightest objection to
your showing three letters which I
regarded as mete trifles, if any one
felt toufficient interest to read them,
and no objection to their publication
if any one chose to take. that trouble.
The only disagreeable thing was that
they [should have been treasured RO
long and published with such a mo-
tive-the hope and expeetation of do-
ing me an injury. But I know the
people uuderetand thst one great is-
sue between tile eandidates for the
Constitutional Convention is in re-
gard to the justice of tektite the prop-
erty of farmers, laborers, widows and
orphans, to furnieli subsidies for rail-
roadie and that this publication is
made to avoid this issue. And I
know they uuderstand the utter ab-
surdity of supposing that a Constitu-
tional Convention would engage in
the business of local legislation, such
as the division of a county and the
estateiehment of e eon my seat, or
such as the prohibition of the sale of
whisky in two miles of a desiemsted
country church ; suit so the (aide tallow
*mica over these letters, for the 
pur-





It was recently discovered in
Co.sar's can't', near Alexandria, lay
archteologiets. After paying the
Eeyptian Government its dues the
writer says he sold it to a friend for
opeculatien. When the eareophague
Was opened the contents fell in astir*
with the exeeption of the skeleton,
which is still preserved Mr. Taglie-
ferro says he is prompted to negotiate
with the exposition authorities front
waive++ which he has seen in newm-
papers of the United States announc-
ing that the Khedive of Egypt has
been netted by the directors elf the
exposition for the mummy cf Re-
furors. The Alexandrian antiquarian
says bluntly that he desires to offer
the sarcophagus and skeleton for sale
for the modest sum of $60,000, the
delivery of the Rooth, to he made at
Alexandria.
In explaining the features of the
tomb Taglieferro ways that the five
faces on the three sides are positively
the images oft leopatra. Ile encloses
a twat newspaper with a tinteription
of the sarcophagus, and a email
paper package containing pulverizes!
bone, which he alleges is part and
parcel of the remains of the KO' ittiau
Queen, anti suggests that any good
spiritual medium will be ftlale 
to
know if it is really a part Cleopatra's
bones. It is understood that the
committee thinks very favorably of
the proposition, and if the sareoplia-
guts is proven to be that containing
the boners of the famous Queen 
the
sum asked for will be readily and
ehetarfully paid. It would add to the
promised extlibits a most inturestiug
artiele of antiquity feint the land of
the Pharaohs.
A Description of Some of the Belles
of hue 'toilet.
"Procession form," sings out one of
the leaders. The visitors retreat to
one aide just as the ladies of the bal-
let begin to pour out of the dressing
room. Ye gods, what dreams of love-
linens are here! Three-fourths of
the ladies are Spaniards or Reliant..
All are young, the majority of them
beautiful. Their drapery gives one
glimpse of necks and arinsand shoul-
ders that would make St. Anthony a
Benedict. There are great, lustrous,
heavy-lidded eyes, and masses of
blue-black hair and skins of creamy
pallor and lips of pontegranite scarlet.
Here is a young girl standing right
under the glare of a calcium light.
There are traces of powder and rouge
on her fat-e, for she, like her compan-
ions, must "make up" to show well
from the front. But note the exqui-
site moulding of her fonit, the bril-
liant darkness of her great eyes, the
talks unceasing flood of soft Italian,
and little white teeth glimmer and
flapili as she talks. Then there are
other girls; there are girl, with state-
4g .„tujelk_uder or uln rime GI
which deuce, or black eyes which
flash, or hazel eyes which question.
There is a regular rosebud garden of
girls, and, you don't know what par-
ticular Hosanna you would want to
wear even if you could. And the
bachelor who watches thanks his
stars that the nineteenth century, or
the North American climate, doesn't
permit of such girls wearing such
isewitchine costumes as these which
pass before him in kaleideecoipc dis-
play.- Brooklyn Times.
smuttier Connie mpt ton cure.
This is beyond question the most
euccepieful Cough Medicine we have
ever sold, a few doses invariably cure
the worst cases of Cough. croup+,
and Bronchitis, while it's wonderful
success ill the cure of Consumption
is without a parallel in the histery
of medicine. Since it's first 
dis-
covery it has been sold on a guaran-
tee, a test which no other medicine
can Mind. If you have a Cough we
earnestly ask you to try it. Price 10
(-elite, 50 cents, and $1 00. If your
Lung4 are sore' Chest or Back lame,
use Shiloh's Porous Plaster.
Sold by W by &JO RN EAT.
ODDS.
'Me spread of the English 
language
is indicated by the fact that it 
is used
in the framing of a recent treaty 
be-
tween Russia and China.
Scotchmen banquetting in Loudon
are now entertained with  sic of
real northern bagpipes played in
to
a phonograph and Kent to Loudon b
y
exprems.
An Ansonia, Conn., druggist has
an electric bell in a eabinet contain-
ing poisons. When the door opens
the bell rings, reminding the tom-
pounder that he is handling onions.
An English naval officer hats in-
vented a k Deis matte 1 ise-throw i hg
gun, very light and portable, which
tires a hollow ithell, bearing the cortt
to a wrecked vessel, or into burni
ng
buildings un dry land.
sles.4.1ee as"
vv.
I MKS( reel '14 C011Ottence in His Men.
Perhaps the best division in Lee's
army, which had been known as A.
P. Hill's Light Division, was knock-
ed into"pi" by Grant's first ouslaught.
The writer for the first time realized
(lucre was truth in the report of one
of Napoleon's marshals %viten he said
of the assault on the pyramids: "He
heard the balls of the enemy break-
ing the bones of his men like hail-
stones against window penes."
It is unnecessary here to account
for this misfortune; suffice it to say
this division was beaten and driveu
back on the plank road when the
writer met Gen. bee, alio seemed as
much disturbed as tie was six days
later when the gallant Gordon came
to his relief. In his emergeney Gen.
Longstreet rode up at th.• hed e of lilac
corm just from Tennesete. After
the mutat military salutes, Gen. Lee
(Paid in meattured tones:
"Gen. Lougstreet, the firing is too
heavy here to form your men. Take
them beyond the crest of that hill,
pointing to thee-ear) and form them
at onee for the attack."
I shall never forget Gen. Long-
',elect's reply. It was this:
"Gen. Lee, I can form my men in
11-11."
To which the old chieftain replied:
"Proceed and attack the enemy."
Then followed that celebrated move-
ment which has ever inner made
Longetreet famous as a tactician.
iloN. JAMES NicKleNZIE
"Salim Beceene A candidate For
Congress.
We are authorized to state that
Hon. James A. Mi•Keuzie wel not 
be
a candidate for congrese. He 
has
received more flattering calls, It tie
rs
anti petitions from all parts of 
the
district requesting him to make 
the
race than al put together 
since he
hashers' in politics. He has give
n
the matter serious 
consideration, and
has concluded not to become 
&candi-
date. Mr. 'McKenzie's health is 
not
strong, and he fears that he 
would
not be able to make an ac
tive, ener-
getic canvas++ during the hot 
summer
mouths. lie has been 
uppoiuted
Commissioner from the. State 
of
Kentucky to the World's Fair, 
and
has accepted the appointment. 
This
will occupy most of his time for 
the
next two years.
Mr. McKenzie's host of f
riende in
Christian county and througho
ut
the district may rest assured 
that he
gratefully appreciates the nurnerot
ie
kitelveviseti and frequent evidences of
warm regard they have shows' 
him.
They know that whenever he 
call
serve them, Ile is at their 
comittaud.
The 13eople of this district 
appre-
ciate the great ability and 
valuable
public services of Mr. McKenzie, and
1.,.cognIte that the country is is 
need
of stateemen like I • on the tioer 
of
COngress, and they will be very sorry
to learn that he will 





Something About the Newly Elected
senator Front Kentucky.
WestatmeroN, June 6.-Ex-Speak-
er Carlisle has jumped into the thick
of the work of the Senate, and it is
something of a question as to wheth-
er his coustitutioq will stand the.
strain of his new position. He hiss
ore.auf the harshestcoultnitteem of the
Upper House, and lie is of course
ambitious to distinguish himself.
Senator Carlisle is fully 6 feet tali,
but he does not weigh more than
pounds. Hie complexion marks him
as a luau with a liver, and he 
walks
about packed full of malarioas Rees
e
times which fill the air of the 
Ohio
River bottoms added to those whic
h
float up front the miasmatic 
Potomac.
He has the student's stoop, and 
he
hae never been a disciple of 
physical
culture. He poys no attention to his
diet and he plods away day and 
night
at his studies. Heels not 
fond of ro-
eiety, mut goes about just as 
little as
he can. He is a man with 
no recre-
ations whatever, and his great bra
in
only rests when he sleeps.
Sti'l,Speaker Carlisle does t lo3k
hmuc older now than he 
did when he
came to Witehington 
twelve years ago.
He was then forty-three 
years old.
He lived for years in 
boarding-houses
and hotels and it is only 
a short time
since he bought a place and 
went to
housekeeping. He paid, I 
think,
$21,000 for his home. It 
is located
within three squares of 
the White
House on K. street and is 
in the moot
buthionable part of tile 
city. Mrs
Carlisle presides'over it.
 She is a
tall, w
ell-formed'hlonde lady, poss-




Senator l•arlisle will he 
a stronger
man in his present 
poeitioo than hic
was in the House. 
He is more of a
logician than an ma 
Cr, at d 1.1 ,
speeches are more 
noted for thei,
thought than for, their 
brilliancy o
diction. Carlisle will 
be at the hes
of the Southern 
men of the Sen
He will rank with 
Butler, Veat
Morgan, and will be the 
peer of
man on his side of the 
chamber.
Dyspepsia awl Liver 
Ceniplals
Is it tilt worth the 
small p ef
71 cents to free y eerself 
of ve v
P.% nipf01.11 or (hear
 i at ressin, 1 
011 1 •
plaints, if you thins 
so eat at go
sto-e• still eet a tee fie of 
/SW ol
Vitalizer. Every bottle ha lip 
Vied
guarantee OH it, use aceo
if it deers you no good 
it
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For County School Supt.,
PROP. S. L. FROGGE.
For Coroner,
DR. JOHN L. DULIN.
For surveyor,
H. P. RITES.
CHARLES DUDLRY WARNER face-
tiously remarks that the difference
between the "faith cure" and the
"mind cure" is that "the mind cure
doeen't require auy faith and the
faith cure doesn't require any mind."
Tits: Peusion Bureau is issuiug new
pension eertificates at the rate ,of
16,000 a month, of 192,000 a year, and
yet the pension sharks are clamor-
ing for the passage of more bills.
Nothiug short of every dollar in the
United States Treasury will satisfy
them.
THE Republo-ins seem to find it
Impoesible to ke .to the Pension Bu-
reau free from scandals. Corporal
Tanner had to be bounced from office
on account his illegal proceedings,
and now his successor, Green B.
Ream, ham had charges preferred
against him for using the office for
his personal gals.
THE New York Herald is devoting
a good deal of its space to the busi-
ness of exposing the "wild-cat" in-
vestment *chem.. in the mountains
of Eastern Kentucky. It is rather
too sweeping in its assertions con-
cerning the enterprises of that section
at the State, for the mineral and tim-
ber resowees of Eastern Kentucky
are immense, and afford fine fields
for bona fide investments which will
repay the investors more than a hun-
dred fold.
PRESIDENT HARRISON has directed
Secretary of the Interior Noble to in-
quire into the charges reflecting on
Peusiou Curumissiouer ileum's con-
duct, and Congressmau Cooper has
also introduced a resolution of in-
quiry in the House. The President
is said to be much disturbed by the
damaging charges against 'taunt, and
it ie reported that he has asked for
his resignation. It is stated that
Corporal Tanner is much delighted at
the complications of the admiuistra-
tion, and highly enjoys. the position
in which the disclosures place Ileum.
COL. J. STODDARD JOHNSTON says
he has neither the intention nor the
desire to make the race for Governor,
as proposed by his Frankfort friends
in a recent telegram to the Louisville
Courier-Journal. He says he is out
of politics, and proposes to give his
whole tinie to making Three Forks
the beet town in the State. He has
hoes busily engaged in booming and
upboliding this rapidly growing town
for several years, and is realizing a
substantial reward for his arduous
khan, with still brighter prospects
fae 
TRW Republicans are becoming




the State farmers and laborers
organizing and adopting reeolu-
denouactkg the administration
the RepubliCan majority in Con-
gress. Then, too, the numbers of dis-
appointed citizens who expected to
got fat offices from Harrison, and
failed to get them, add largely to the
diagrlintied voters who are sharpen-
ing their knives for use in the ap-
proaching Congressional elections.
Altogether it looks like the fall elec-
tions will result in a rousing majority
for the Democrats in the Hoosier
State.
s
Tw ENT I" thousand Confederate
dead are buried in Blanford Ceme-
tery, at Petersburg, Va., and Monday
efternoon, in the presence of ten
thousand persons, amid the pealing
of artillery and the rattliug of musket
ry, an imposing monument was un-
veiled to their memory. The orator
of the day was Col. W. Gordon Mc-
Cabe, who delivered an eloquent ad-
dress. The funds with which the
monument was built were raieed en-
tirely by the Ladies' Memorial Asso-
ciation of Petersburg, and a number
of their Northern friends contributed
generously.
s • 1
Thu revolt against the iniquitous
tariff system of the Republican party
Is growing rapidly throughout the
Watt. The growth of tariff reform
views among the Western farmers
has es-en reached Oregon. In the
election of kites Benjamin Harrison
aeceived a majority of s,000 in Oregon
over Grover Cleveland. Last week
• Democratic tiovernor was elected
by a majority of more than 3,000.
mi. is a striking commentary upon
the revolution of sentiment in the
tbe West.
IT is reported that Governor Hill,
of New York, desires to be the sue-
cosier of Mr. William Everts in the
United States Senate. If Hill will
lay aside his foolish presidential am-
bition and attend strictly to his Sen-
atorial aspiration, he may be elected
Nonsior. It is true that the New
York legislative districts have
dreadfully gerrymander....
publicans, but Hill fa a very smart
and aliek politician and may be able
to carry lb* Legislature if he puts in
is best licks.
Ma. Gooture W. CitiLos, of Phila-
delphia, has written and recently
published his recollections of Gen.
IT. S. Grant. Mr. Childs was one of
the most intimate and trusted frieads
than Oen. Grant had, and his rem-
iniscences contain much that has
never found its way into print. Mr.
Childs discloses • fact that has been
by no means generally known, and
that la that Gen. Grant himself uot
only believed Samuel J. Tilden was
elected President in 1876, but also be-
lieved that the Electoral Commis-
-41km would iso declare. Mr. Childs
lays: "Just before General Grant
started on his journey around the
world he was spending some days
with me, and at dinner with Mr. A.
J. Drexel, Col. A. R. McClure and
myself, he reviewed the contest over
the creation of the Electoral Com-
mission very fully and with rare con-
dor. The chief significance of hie
•iew lay in the fact, as he stated it,
that he expected from the beginning
until the final judgment that the
electoral vote of LOUlalalla would be
;warded to Tilden. He spoke of
Smith Carolina and Oregon as be-
longing to Hayes, of Florida as reas-
ocably doubtful and of Louisiana as
Tilden." This is a valuable con-
tion to the history of that ex-
mg time, and shows that Grant
nothing whatever to do with the
one work of the gang of par-
desperadoes who manipulated
returns of Louisiana, so as to
the electoral votes of the State
yes and at the same time elect
ocratic Governor of Louisiana
ived a much smaller majori-
Tilden received in that State
at lb me election. The result of
the p: oral Commission, as is well-
ammo, as the seating of Hayes
by one el al vote, giving Tilden
1s4 and yes 18-5. After stealing
Florlda'r torsi votee from Mr.
Tilden they needed the electoral
votes of Loui a to put Hayes even




submitted to the ballot-box commit-
tee his reply to the salty argument
of ex-Gov. Foraker. It is of quite a
sseusational character, and leaves by
a fair implication the very plain in-
ference that Foraker had a guilty
knowledge of the ballot-box contract
forgery. It is equivalent to a de-
mand upon the committee investigat-
ing this vile plot that Foraker be
found to be the responsible agent in
its production. There has never been
much doubt that Foraker was at the
bottom of the whole villainous
scheme, and now hardly any one
doubts it. Such work is strictly in
keeping with hie infamous character.
TARIFF reform newspapers have
been gratified to find the task of criti-
cising MeKinley's abominable tariff
bill largely taken out of their own
hands by the protectionist papers
themselves. There are very few of
the leading Republican newspapers,
except such as have been subsidized
by an office or some other favor, that
have not deuounced some objectiom-
able aud iniquitous feature of the bill.
Even those papers which have gained
notoriety by their aggressive high
tariff views have strongly condemned
various provisions of the bill. The
Chicago Tribune demands free
wool and free raw material geuerally,
and a reduction of duties all along
the line. The Philadelphia Ameri-
can ia kicking because the McKinley
bill does not put iron ore on the free
list. The Pittsburg Dispatch ridicules
the "contemptible attempt to throw
a tub to the agricultural whale iu ad-
vancing the duties ou eggs, butter
and potatoes." The Philadelphia
Press is disgruntled over the sugar
schedules, and claims that not suf-
ficient protection has been given to
the sugar refining interests. The
loudest complaints, however, have
come from the protectionists press of
New itoglaud. The Boston Journal,
the leading paper of its party in New
England, says that the duty on hides
is no more defensible than the duty
on raw silk, which the committee
was frightened into dropping like a
hot potato. The New Tribuye says
that the duty on hides would confer-
no benefits on the farmers anywhere.
The Boston Advertiser says the large
majority of men engaged in woolen
manufacturing desire to see lower
duties on wool. The Boston Trans-
cript charges that the hide and wool
duties were put in the McKinley bill
"to pay off a political debt." The
Philadelphia Telegraph and other Re-
pribilcan papers denounce the bill in
strong language. It shows what an
infamous bill this is when such red
hot Republican protectionist papers
criticise it so severely.
IT appears that there is to be no
end to pension grabbing. Granny
Blair bass just introduced in the
United States Senate a new service
and disability bill. The service pen-
sion is co; the benefit of those who
served sixty days in the civil war or
any Indian war prior to 1866, not to
exceed twelve dollars a month in ad-
dition to any other pension granted.
This service pension is to be paid to
a widow, minor children, or depen-
dent father or mother, without re-
gard to the cause of death, and the
pension of a miner child who is dis-
abled is to continue through life.
The bill also provides a disability
pension of six to twelve dollars a
month according to the degree of dis-
ability.
Tile imposing mass-meeting of fif-
teen thousand laboring men, recently
held in Philadelphia, to protest
against the paasage of McKinley's
thieving tariff bill, was not relished
by the Republican press. These pa-
pers are trying to destroy the signifi-
cance of the protest by asserting that
it was merely a Democratic meeting.
This attempted explanation does not
deceive the people, hoe ever. The
Louisville Courier-Journal very cor-
tseen made to pooh-pooh the great
demonstration at Philadelphia Tues-
day as a mere Democratic rueeting
prime were Derrlocrats;
means all of them. The Times in-
vitee attention to the fact that nearly
half of the vice-presidents at the af-
ternoon meeting were business men
that have heretofore voted the Repub-
lican ticket. The outpouring of peo-
ple was also largely without distinc-
tion of party. The campaign of edu-
cation, illustrated with numerous
business failures, is undou btedly
making itself felt even in the protec-
tionist stronghold of Philadelphia."
SENATOR TEILLER, of colored°,
made an able speech Tueeday on the
silver bill, in which he severely criti-
cised the Secretary of the Treasury,
and denouuced him as the worst ene-
my and the most effective foe of the
free coinage of silver. Senator Teller
spoke of the silver plank in the Re-
publican national platform and said
that if he had supposed it to be
mere clap trap the Republican ticket
would not have had such support
from him, and would not have re-
ceived the great majority that it did
in the State of colored°. He very
correctly stated that it had been with-
in the power of the administration to
e. 'eve the people so that what the peo-
ple suffered was at the d000r of the
adminietration. The Senator paid his
respects to the gold-bug fellows, and
said that they were either dishonest
or ignorant and had no right to repre-
sent the interests of the American
people on the floor of either house of
'ongress. He closed with an earuest
plea for the restoration of the honest
dollar- oiler which had been
cken down against the will of the
people-and declared that no matter
where the Republican party or him-
self should be left, his vote would be
given for that measure which would
unloose the burden put upon the
debtors of the country, and do it
without detriment to the creditors.
It was an able, manly aud patriotic
speech, and was loudly applauded by
the Democratic Senators.
THE '%Vall street silver demonetiza-
tion bill passed the House Saturday.
Six Republicans and all the Demo-
crats voted against the bill. The
Western Republicans have been out-
spoken in favor of the free coinage
of silver, but, with five honorable ex•
ceptions, every one of them voted for
the VVindom bill demonetizing silver.
On Mr. Blanci'm motion to re-commit
the bill to the committee with in-
structions to report a bill for the free
coinage of silver there were 116 votes
for and 140 against it. Fifteen Re-
publicans voted for Mr. Bland's reso-
lution and twelve Democrats against
it. If the twelve Democrats who vot-
ed with the Republicans were sub-
tracted from the 140 against the Bland
resolution it would leave 12sRepuble
cans against lt, and if these twelve
Democrats were added to the 116
members who supported the resolu-
tion, it would make Lei also, so that
Speaker Reed would have had the
casting vote. Whi;e it would not have
affected the result, it woe neverthe-
less the duty of each Democratic
member present to vote for Mr.
Bland's resolution. Could the bill
have been recommitted, the Re-
publican bosses would have
been put in a hole from which
it would have been exceed-
ingly difficult to extricate themselves
this session. On the final vote on the
passage of the Windom bill there
were 1.35 votes for and 119 against it,
six Republicans voting with the
Democrats. Reed and his henchmen
have thus faithfully carried out their
contract with the Wall street sharks
and given them power to monopolize
and control the eurreney of the coun-
try. It remains to be seen whether
the Senate will join hands with the
Muse in this iniquitous scheme to
demonetize silver.
Jt•ook Jolts C. SHERWIN, of Ma-
son City, Iowa, made a sweeping de
-
cision yesterday in the original pack-
age injunction cases which have been
pending for a week. It is by far the
hardest lick at prohibition Iowa has
yet received. The Judge deciled
that the defendants, as agents of im-
porters, could occupy the building
for the purpose of selling liquor in
original packages to all persons ex-
cept minors and habitual drunkards,
and that such use would not consti-
eite a nuisance, though the liquor
was drunk on the premises by the
pu:-chasers. He granted a tempor-
ary injunction restraining the de-
fendants from selling to minors and
habitual drunkards. The Judge holds
that the prohibition law, so far as
it uadertakes to interfere with the
general interest of inter-State trade,
is not valid, and that persons import-
ing liquoe from other States into Iowa
have au undoubted right to sell it in
original packages either in person or
through their agents. This decision
is in accord with the one recently
rendered by the Supreme Court of the
United States.
TUE Congremional convention at
Carrollton,after three days of wrang-
gling and ballotting, selected Hon.
W. W. Dickerson to succeed Hon.
John G. Carlisle in the lower house
of Congress. Messrs. Gaunt, O'Hara,
Applegate, Grant and McCain were
dropped after two days ballotting,
an the fight narrowed down to
Dickerson, Hallam and Berry. Then
filibustering tacties were resorted to
and much time wasted. For a while
it looked like Hallam would be nom-
hustle Won." w IOW a IVO' 
"MOP
cult matter to find a fit succe
ssor to
such an eminent man as John
Dickereon writ ootne "or
The First Case.
Museotiee, I. T., June 9.-Section
43 of the act of Congress approved
May 2, 1890, affecting Oklahoma and
the Indian Territory, provides that on
application to the judge of the court
for the Indian Territory an Indian
may become a citizen of the United
States and retain all the benefits and
immunities belonging to his tribal re-
lations. The first to take advantage
of this provision wile Dewis Rolston,
a Cherokee by blood, whose petition
was granted to-day on the evidence
of the witness. The oath W9.8 then
subscribed and sworn to and after a
recital of the facts the following de-
cree was entered by the court:
It is hereby ordered and decreed
that said Lewis Rolston be, and he is
hereby declared, &citizen of the Unit-
ed States of America and under the
protection of the same.
This places on record the first In-
dian who avails himself of the prive-
lege of becoming a United States eiti-
zeu. Mr. Rolston states that his rea-
son for taking this step is that Ise
may have better personal aud proper-
ty protection. The eou rise of this uew
citizen will be closely watched and it
is predicted that there will soon fol-
low a stampede of citizenship, and
that thus the problem of statehood
will solve itself.
Destructive Fire at Dayseille.
DA YSYILLE, KY., June 10.-The
little town of Daysville, Ky., was al-
most totally destroyed by fire Sun-
day morning. Every one one of the
business houses were burned. and
ane tobacco factory. The fire broke
out •bout two o'clock, and did its
work quickly. Mr. NV. F. Cole and
Messrs. C. H. and J. C. Penick were
the greatest losers. The wind being
still, the energetic citizens misused
to check the flames before they
reached any of the residences. Had
the wind been high, the whole town
would have been destroyed. The
positoffice and all its couteuts were
destroyed.
Mr. James P. Powell Dead.
(Paducah Standard, June 8
Mr. John L. Powell, the well known
book store merchant, received infor-
mation of the death, at 7:30 a. ne,
yesterday, at Hopkinsville, of hie
brother, James F., where he has been
for some time under affliction. Mr.
Powell at once wires' for the remains
to be sent here and had announced
the funeral to take place at 8 a. m. to-
day, but later he received word that
the body could not be bent to reach
the city earlier than by the afternoon
train. This necessitates a change of
the hour set, and it is to be from the
union depot at 5 o'clock this after-
noon, and the burial at Oak Grove.
The deceased was 54 years of age, and
before his affliction, had been many
years a citizen ef Livingston county.
SUM Reward. COO.
The readers of the NEW ERA will
be pleased to learu that there is at
least one dreaded disease that science
has been able to cure in MI its stages,
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. ('a-
tarrh being a constitutional disease,
requires a conetitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surface, of the system,
theieby deetroying the foundation of
the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitu-
tion aud assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much
faith in ite curative powers, that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it falls to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
Address,
F. J. CHENEY & Co.,
Toledo, 0.




Elwendeline aud Mary F:lizsbeth Ar-
rive in New York From l'aris.
The batter Soon to Marry Baron Von
Zedwis7,Ilite German Minister
to Mexico.
New Yotte, June 10.-Among the
first passengers to leave the steamer
LaBretague yesterday nuorniug, after
the big French liner had been made
taut to her wharf, was the Misses
Caldwell, of Baltimore, whoee mu-
nificence did eo much toward the es-
tablishment of the Catholic Univer-
sity at Washingtou. The elder sister,
Gwendoline, has been prominent in
the public eye recently because of
her engagement to Prince Murat,
whom ehe finally refused to marry.
With the two young ladies were their
aunt, Miss Donnelly, of Baltimore,
anti two maids. On the wharf to
meet them were Eugene Kelly, who
is a Trustee of the Catholic Universi-
ty, and Charles M. Fry, a friend of
the family. From the wharf the
party was driven to the Fifth Aveuue
Hotel, where the ladies will remain
for a few days before departing for
the South. The younger sister,
whose full name ls Masy Elizabeth
Breckinridge Caldwell, but who loom
infancy has been known by the di-
minutive "Lina," is to be married in
Washington in a fortnight-the exsct
date has not yet been fixed-to the
Baron N'oq Zedwite, the German
Minister to Mexico. The ceremony
will be performed by Bishop Spaul-
ding, of Peoria, Ill., and will take
place in the University chapel erected
by the young lady after Gwendoline
had built the University. Cardinal
Gibbons will be present at the mar-
riage.
Unlike the intended Murat-Cald-
well wedding that was to have takes
place in Paris last year, this wedding
will be very quiet. Gwendoline's
trousseau was stamped with Murat
coat of arms, but with "Line" there
will be uo such display. She has as
much money as her sister sud can
afford to indulge lu such luxuries,
but in her case the trousseau will be
without any such ornaments. After
wedding, the couple will go direct to
the City of Mexico and remain there
during the Baron's term of office.
Since the death of their parents the
two young women have never been
separated, and friends say that (l wen-
donne will, in all likelihood, go to
Mexico to live with her sister. In
that case the Caldwell villa at New-
port will not be opened this year.
Prince Murat, who was to have
been Gwendoline's husband, le a
widower of 55 and a native of this
country. having been born in Balti-
more. His mother was Caroline
Fraser, an American girl. He mar-
ried the Princess De Wagram, by
whom he had three children, all of
whom are now married. He was
penniless. and it wasover the amount
of money to be given him that the
disagreement occurred. It was au-
thoritatively stated at the time that
the Prince wanted $500,000 to pay his
debts and $60,000 a year. This, the
young woman would not consent to,
declaring she would haudle her for-
tune as she saw fit.
. 
WORH KNOWING.
HUDHES' TONIC.-The old time, re-
liable remedy for Fever and Ague.
Reputation earned by Thirty years
success. You can depend upon it.




A Great Many of Our Charming
Writkre &re Still Unmarried. A
Constance Fenimore Woolson, au-
thor of "Dake County Sketehee,'•
and other graphic stories; Sarah New Way
Orue Jewett who wrote "A Country
Doctor" and "Deephaven" sketches,
s well as oth-r books which have
.roved so delightful to readers every-
where; Edith M. Thomas, the exqui-
ite lyrist ; Grace King, ruthor of the
ttractive Southern tale, "Monsieur
Motte," and Octave Thauet, a name
which veils the personality of a West-
rn writer of striking originality, ;are
all still unmarried.
Charles Egbert t•raddock, who
brought her brilliant characterize-
ions and rich descriptive power's hes
won a lasting fame, now resides with
mer mother and sister at the old home-
stead in Tenneasee, occupied with
literary work, and deaf to all over-
tures on the part of her many admir-
ers looking to marriage.
Gail Hamilton is too much wrapped
up in her self-independence ever to
give the subject of matrimony a mo-
ment's thought, if taken into person-
al consideration, while Kate Field,
as the great public knows, is too
much iu love with journalism to be-
lieve she would be happier as the wife
of any living man.
Tbe Cary sisters, Phoebe and Alice,
never marled, but dwelt together all
their lives, each bound up in the love
of the other. There was a bond o
f
close friendship exieting between
them and the poet Whittier, and one
of his choicest lyrics, "The Singers,
"
refers wholly to those two gifted wo-
men.
Jean Ingelow, now considerably
more than tifty-tive, hae never been
married. She has al way been devoted
iu a marked degree to her mother
,
and while the latter lived the two
dwelt together. Miss I ngelow is much
given to works of charity, and among
other benificent acts, is in the habit
of giving regularly at her lovely Ken-
sington home to the poor, old and
young, what are known as "copyright
dinners," from the proveeds of her
owu books.
Eetrybedy Knows
That at this season the blood is filled
with impurities, the accumulatiou of
months of close confinement in poor-
ly ventilated stores, workshops 
and
tenements'. All these impurities and
every trace of scrofula, salt rheum,
or other diseases nay be expelled by
taking Hood's Sarsaparilla, the best
blood purifier ever produced. It i
s
the only medicine of which "100 
dos-
es one dollar" is true.
BRIGHT IMF:VI KIES.
Silence in golden. Of course it is
f..11eoels silence that is
When a short man falls in love
with & tall girl, he usually buys a
seissieseetW, hillese warn rsy m IthS1.1111-
cern, depends on knowing bow long it
takes to succeed.
A poor girl has to be awfully good
looking to be pretty, and a rich girl
has to be awfully homely to be ugly.
Dignity is a good thing; but if
you're in the rear of a big crowd and
wish to see the procession, don't
stand on it. Get on a barrel.
It is one great cause of trouble in
this world that the person who talks
is thinking of one thing and the per-
son who listens is thinking of another.
The spendthrift young Irian is not
unlike a buzz•saw; he scatters a good
deal of dust while running around
and has nothing but his board to show
for it.
Because a young lady love.' a young
gentleman is one reason why she
should marry hint. There may be a
hundred reasons why she should not
marry him.
Take all admonitions thankfully,
in what thne or place so ever !Oven,
but afterward, not being culpable,
take a time or place more convenient
to let him know it who gave them.
In natare the valuable anti ihe
beautiful usually go hand-in-hand,
and if we do not always trace their
union it is becaube our limited ex-
perience has uot yet fathomed all her
secrets.
Here's a Kite-Striog fir Yen, Boys.
It will require 55,000 tons of twine
to bind the grain crop of this couptry
this season, should it be an average
crop. Every pound should measure
about 500 feet. Now, boys, suppose
you had all this twine for a kite-
string, how high could you tly your
kite? 1,060,60t. 17-264 miles. That's
right.
The kite may go up out of your
sight and surprise the man in the
moon. Some of this twine is very
good and strong, made of Manilla aud
Sisal, and si 'me of it is SO poor we
fear it would fail you just at a time
wheu the kite was highest.
If you want a perfectly safe and
sure string get that made by the
Deering Factory, which is made of
the hest fibre, in the best manner,
and is of great strength, and induce
your father to buy tide for his har-
vester, and it will serve either his
purpose or yours and make both of
you happy.
npeciat Notice.
To Executive Committee F. tk L.
U., of Christian Co.: The members
of Executive Committee are hereby
requested to meet at County Business
Agent'e office, ou Saturday, June 21.
at 10 a. m. Please be sure and attend
important business ia IAD be trans-
acted. Fraternally,
J. N. METCALF/C;(11'ln.
Ex. Com. F. sk L. U. of C. C.
Itertolut Mne of Respect.
WHEREAS, I hoe pleased Almighty
God, the giver of all good, to remove
from our midst by death our beloved
brother W. L. Boyd, therefore, be it
RicsoLv ED, 1st, That we bow In
submission to the will of him that
doeth all things well.
2nd. That in the death of Brother
Boyd the Fanners and Laborers Union
lodge No. 540, at .concord ,Christian
Co., Ky., has lost a faithful worker,
and the community a true and noble
citizen.
3rd. That we extend to the bereaved
family and friends our sympathy and
prayers.
4th. That a copy of these resolutions
be eent to the family of Heti deceased
Brother, also to the Keeevccev NEW
ERA and Hopkinsville Kentuckian
and Farmers' Labor Journal for pub-
lication.
5th. That we wear the usual badge
of mourning for 30 days.
Done by order of the lodge while
in regular session Saturday May 31st.
1890.
Wm. C. DAVIS, Pres.
CHARLREI W. LAcY, Sec.
E. W. DAVIN,
W. H. EKE DAR, CORI.
CALA& W. LACY.
RAUM SHOULD RESIGN. The State Teaches.' 
Afteliciation.
The annual meeting of the Ken-
tucky Stile Teache-s' Aseoclation
will be held at Frankfort, in the Hall
of the Howse of Repreeenettivea, on
Wedueoley, Thereitiv and Friday,
June 23, 26 mind 27, Is4r0. '1 here has
Shady Transaction Tamed to
Very Door.
lir i•etialop Meas.-
urea Through the Bureau --The
C•mittill..811.M•r an a Pettier olf
wildest Stocks.
WASHINtiToN, June 12.-Reed, Me-
Kluley and I •antion, eomprisiug the
Republican majority of the Commit-
tee on Rules, have giveu no indica-
tion as to their intention regarding
the resolution introduced by Mr.
Cooper of Indiana to investigate the
conduct of the Pension OMee or of
Coninmissiouer Raum. Mr. Raum re-
ceived 4-;,000 from the Capitol Hill
National Bank on Lemon's indorse-
ment, and he also received from
other banks in the city sums amount-
ing to $20,000 on Lenmon'e endorse-
ment. In other words the were five
notes of $5,000 each, and each note
was negotiated in a different bank.
There is no doubt that Baum is try-
ing to put out the impression that
Lemon indorsed his notes before lie
became Commissioner of Pensions.
This is not true. Time notee were in-
dorsed within a month or six weeks
last past, anti they were negotiated of
course within the same time:
The matter crept out, incidently at
a meeting of the directors of a Wash-
ington bank about 10 days ago. The
directors were in session and the
bank's paper was before them for in-
vestigation. The Baum note came
up and one of the directors wanted
some light on the subject. He ex-
pressed the opinion that Ileum was
no good from a financial standpoint:
that he was eugaged in all kinds of
wild speculations and shady enter-
prises, and that unless the endorser
was good the paper might be consid-
ered as worthleps. The cashier w:ts
called into the meeting and lie ex-
t'lained that lie was aware that Baum
was II) good, but that his endorser,
Lemon, was gook! for at least $250,000.
The cashier volunteered the further
opinion that there were five notes of
0,000 each signed by Ramis and en-
dorsed by Lemon negotiated at the
same time, and that five banks took
one each. It happened that the di-
rector of the bank who made the in-
quiry is something of a pensitin
shark himself, and he immediately
smelled a inause. He traced up skill-
fully the relations between Lemon
and Raum, and found that Lemon
had asked for a certain ruling regard-
ing a certain line of pension cases
where the proof we.8 not complete be-
cause of the death or absence of ma-
terial witnesses; that Raum had de-
clined in a written communication
Lemon's request, and that subse-
quently Baum changed his opinion
and allowed the rule just as Lemon
dictated it, and in consequence an
enormous number of Lemon's cases
were immediately docketed, aud that
immediately after this the five notes
of 0,000 each, with Lemon's indorse-
ment, were negotiated Red the cash
turned over to Raum.
THE REFRIDERATING CoMPANY.
Baum denies that he has sold any
stock of the Universal Refrigerating
Company to the employes of the Pen-
sion ()Mee. Perhaps he tells the
truth, but the fact remains that
somebody has sold the stock to pen-
sion clerks, and that clerks who have
purchased the refrigerating com-
pany's stock have been remarkably
lucky in getting promotions. Among
the clerks who are owners of refrige-
rating company stock are two nien
named Turner and Tanner. Turner
was promoted from a $900 place to a
$1,400 place, much to the surprise of
everybody, SS he neverdisplayed any
particular efficiency iu the discharge
_ - a- - --I--
which was simply superb.
The song "Bird of the Mouutain"
as sung by Miss Beulah Harris, of
Tennessee, accompanied by the
piano aud violin, was surpassingly
beautiful and received the unbounded
applause of the multitude, and noth-
ing would 'satisfy the admiring crowd,
so demonstrative were they, until
Prof. Scobey yielded to an encore.
The young lady sang in a touching
manner "Itusinger'r Serenalle" ac-
companied as before. It was pecu-
liarly appropriate, aud received
rounds of applause.
After the valedictory address ha
been spoken Prof. James E. Scobey,
President of the College, in the name
of the Board of Trustees end Faculty
conferred the degrees, and delivered
the diplomas. His remarks and
explamat:on abounded in choice and
simple expressions, well adapted to
the time and place. Thus passed the
fortieth commencement of South
Kentucky College.
The programme was as follows:
PRAYER.
MEMORIES OF PARIS, c TWO pianos and
violin,) Arranged by ... Reichert.
Misses Gregory,_ Widener, Scobey
and Hardison.
SALUTATORY tMiss Irene Gre-
gory, Tennessee.
OvgaTuttE-Stradella, (two pialool,
eight lauded . . Flotow
Misses Widener, Scobey, Gregory
and Prof. Reichert.
ORAvioN-Physical Culture in Amer-
ican College's,
tMr. James O. Cook, Kentucky.
Doe JUAN-jW0 piano's-duo; Mozart
-Lyaberg.
Miss Gregory and Prof. Reichert.
EssAY-The End Not Yet . .
Eula Hardison, Tennesece.
BIRD OF THE MOUNTAIN-Vocal So-
lo, piano and violin secompaniment.
Miss Beulah Harris.
ORATION-I tlfilleIlee of WoUlt111.
+Worthington E. Hudson, Tennessee.
OvERTURE-Dame Blanchike
;ieldti"Cuopianos, eight hands)  
Misses Gregory, Widener, Scohey
and Prof. Reiehert.
ESA A If-The Cow Jumped Over Moon
tMiss Annie Harris, Tennessee.
FANTASTIC •PASTORALE--VIOIsillingSice0-
Prof. A. G. Reichert.
VAesiere-rotor..... What is Success?
+James H. Soobey, Kentuckz.
I:ARTA/41Ft STYR DE MOTIFS DU KEY-
ticHUTZ, (two pianott,eight handm)
Weber-Czerny.
Misses Gregory, Seobey, Widener and
id a rdleon.
CONFERRING DEGREES.
POT POURR I .0Id Popular Airs, two
pianos and violin, arranged by
Reichert.
BEN E DICTION.
When Baby was ark, we gave her Castor-la
When she was a Child, she cried for Castorta.
When she became Worn, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them castetie
Henderson County F'. & 11.. U.
H rreltrso I Journal.
The following letter from S. 11. Er-
win, president of the Kentucky State
Union, is made public through the
request of Mr. Erwin himself :
OFFICE KENTUCKY STATE UNION. t
Bowling Green, Ky., June 2, 1890.1
Moro. nEellosubnat)N,%,1kIlyirs, Zion, Hender-
DEAR SIR AND BROTHER-In an-
swer to your inquiry as to what my
action would be in ease your County
Union refuses to rewind the act nom-
inating a candidate for the constitu-
tional convention ; my first act will
belo know if the (*aunty Colon did
nominate a candidate. If that be so,
and they refuse to rescind the act,
they must surrender their charter.
S. B. EmtwiN,
Pres't Ky. State Union.
P. Si.-C .1 L. L. Polk, or national
president, will speak in Henderson
June 26th, at I o'clock. The execu-
I present. The public is invited. 
iDue board and state officers will be
College Commencement.
Thursday eve a appreciate audience
was seated in Holland's 
Opera
House listening to to the annual clos-
ing exercises of South Ke
ntucky
College.
Of the many school entertainments
and especially commencement 
exer-
cises, to which we have listened we
have witneesed none which ex
ceeded
those cf last evening in brilliaucy
and genuine merit. There were 
three
essays read by three as charmiug
young ladies as e'et 4raced a stage.
The compositions were of un
usual
merit, and for clearness of 
enuncia-
tion, and genuine elocution, 
are
seldom if ever surpassed. 
EveriV
single word mot 'sentence 
reemed
full of meaning, and the 
audience
hung with breathless silence ou 
the
words of the fair readers.
The young gentlemen 
without
mannerism, and with increasing
fervor entered into the discussion 
of
their topless in a way which 
besotted
to call for the attentien of
 their
auditory, and such was the charm 
of
diction, and the burning eloquence
of the speakers, they receiv
ed the
warmest sympathy, and the closest
attention of their many friends, and
acquaintances, as well as the stran-
gers who were present.
ttegtoweu-.11. _ oraine could not be
the programme, filled as -14 tiart of
he is no relation to the CorporaT,
jt. should be aille'reseeessecretpey, and
_duk_ler. Tanner is Commis-
the choicest Relections from th
e great
he ham been promoted also since he
purchasee some of the stock. Per-
haps he was promoted on his merits,
but the coincident that all the stock-
holders of the refrigerating company,
and there are seven or eight of them,
employed in the Pension Bureau,
should be promoted is to ray the
least remarkable.
Patriot. Sage and Philosopher.
Owensboro Messenger.
C01. John I). Morris, being a Dem-
ocratic patriot, sage and philosopher,
is urged to become a candidate for
delegate to the Constitutional Con-
vention from christian county. Col.
Morris is a men of ripe information,
high iutegrity and many attractive
personal qualities.
Eerguitonsil le Items.
FEW: UNtiN VILLE, Kr., June 11.-
The crops are lo..king tolerably well
in this vicinity at present, although
rain is needed badly.
The sad accident which befell Mr.
William Shanklin a short time ago
and teiminated fatally, has cast a
gloom over the entire community, as
he was beloved by all who knew him.
There was a very large crowd in
attendance at Bluff Spring Sunday,
and Rev. Mr. Ford delivered an
excellent sermon, as he usually doer'.
The singing school which has been
in progress at White Plains for some
time has closed and Mr Jo Cavanali
has opened a 'tinging school at
ieachatu's 8C11001-11011se, Which will
contiuue for some time. Singing will
open every Sunday evening at 2
o'clock.
Mr. George Meacham, of Kelly,
spent last Saturday and Sunday with
Mr. Watt Meacham, of Ferguson-
vine.
There will be a grand picnic and
bran-dance on Pond River near Bluff
Spring school-house on Saturday
June 21.
Miss Jessie Nleaeliam one of our
most charming young ladies who is
attending School at White Plaine
spent Saturday and Sunday with her
parents.
Mr. Walter Allen and Miss Rena
Rodgers were united In the holy
bonds of matrimony last Wedutsdey,
Squire W. D. Ferguson officiating.
The candidates have been hustling
around very lively in this vicinity.
Mrs. Mittie Putty, accompanied by
Mr. Will Hall, visited hereister, Miss
Josie Putty, who is teaching school
on Pond River last Sunday.
Mr. Cush lieuderson's house came
very near being destroyed by fire
Thurstloty night.
DrAe-A.
The Importance of purifying the blood eas.
not be overestimated, for without pure
blood you cannot enjoy good health.
At this season nearly every one needs a
good medicine to purify, vitalize, and enrich
Ile blood, and Hood's Sarsaparilla Is worthy
your confidence. It Is peculiar ha that It
strengthens and attlids up the system,creates
an appetite, and tones the digestion. WW1'
it eradicates disease. Give It a trial.
Hood's Sarsaparilla Is sold by all druggists.
Prepared by C. L Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
100 Doses Ono Dollar
•,.„ •
been prepared a very bill and attrac-
tive program for the occasioii, eh
we will publion later. Railroads in
the State will give reduced fare to
the Association, but those attending
must procure cent ifiesates front whom
they purchase tieket., showing that
full fare has been paid going to the
Association. Arraugements are in
progress for proper aud hospitable
entertainment of those at tending the
meetinv, and every effort will be
made to make the occasion profitable
and entertaining.-Frankfort Capital.
Ta rs.
_sold ien4 ;,..u-T--1 heir Het
A representative of the firm of S.
W. Daugherty tit Co., 1'. S. l'enaion
Attorneys, of Columbus, hid., will
be at one of the hotels% in Hopkins-
ville, Ky., FridasiareiSatur day,June
13 and 14, for the purpo‘e of examin-
lug ex-Soldiers anti wraing up their
applicatious for pensions, increare of
pensions, and any kind of a Govern-
ment claims. All information free.
dltwit.
Oh, What A Cough.
V;1 lieed the warning? The
steel' peslotes of the sure approach
of that mor terrible disease, Con-
sumption. Ask yourselves if you
can afford, for the sake of saving 60
cents, to run the risk and do nothing
for it. We know from experience
that Shiloh's Cure will Cure your
Cough. It never fails. This explains
why more than 3 Million Bottles
were sold the past year. It relieves
47roup and Whooping Cough at once.
Mothers do not be without it. For
lame Back, Side or Chest, use




BENNErrsTows, Kr., June 9, 1890.
-Mrs. Robert Moss died at this place
last week of consumptiou. She had
been sick for many months and had
been a great sufferer. She leaves a
husband and five little girls. May
He who watches over the afflicted
and motherless guard them from all
evil and with His hand lead them
gently o'er the rocky hills of life.
Judge W. W. McKenzie is quite
sick at the residence of his son, Jas.
A. McKenzie, near Oak Grove. He
is now thought to be improving but
is still quite sick.
Miss Roper, of Pee Dee, is visiting
Miss Katie Smith.
heMrei.sr Ora t'ox is spending the eek
Miss Katie McKenzie will visit
relatives here next week.
W. W. Crews is quite sick with
pneumonia.
Miss Mary Brame, of Cerulean
Springs, is expected to visit Mrs.
Robt. Brame next week.
Miss Lelia Cox's school closed here
Friday. She will give a concert at
McGehee's Hall next Tuesday night,
J une 10tb, in which most of the young
people in the neighborhood will par-
ticipate. It will no doubt be a nice
affair. Ten cents admittance.
Mrs. J88. Richards, nee Morefield,
died near Lafayette recently. She
was quite young and had only been
married a short time.
Master Pink Moss Was in your city
Lou ISE.this week.
CASTORIA
for Infants and Children.
"Contort • is so well adapted to children that Contorts' owes Colic, Cosensseies.
recouirnetal It as superior to any proscription 8nur 8"n". r'n'rrnan^ Eructatb°a•/Ulla W017171a, goer sleep, and promotes a-
known to me " H. A_ AlICKIJI, M. D.,
III So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y Wiiatjurious medication.
Tao Cocrstat COUPLIIT, 77 Murray Want, 11. Y.
°NEC EINTJOIL'Itil
Both time method aimd results when
Syrip of Figs is taken; it is pleasant
and refreshing to thz! taste, and acts
gently yet promptly omi the kidneys,
Liver amid Bowels. cleanses the sys-
tem effect...mi.-1y, dispels colds, head-
aches and fevers and cures habitual
constipation. Syrup of Figs is the
only remedy of its kind ever pro- Tinware, Glassware, Queensware, Cutlary and Lam
duced, pleasing to the taste and ac-
ceptable to the stomach, prompt in
its action and truly beneficial in its
effects, prepared only from the most
healthy and agreeable substances, its
many excellent qualities commend it
to all and have made it the most
popular remedy known.
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50c
and Sl bottles by all leading drug
gists. Any reliable druggist who
may not have it on hand will pro
cure it promptly for any one who
wishes to try it. Do not accept any
substitute.
CALIFORNIA FIO SYRUP ca
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
LOWSViLif. KY. NEW MK N.Y.
EUROPEAN
HOTEL
South :-: Kentucky :-: College
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
BE5o2iltacocal ra:or Both 1134:33sc.oems.
Spring Term Begins Tuesday, January 21, 1889.
First-clas advantages offered in English, Science, An-
cient Languages, French, German, Music, Art, Telegraphy
Short-hand, Book-keeping, Type-writing and Norma
Course.
Entire expenses of young ladies boarding at the college-
irregular college classes—need not exceed $90 per term c.
five months; for young men boarding with Prof. Kuyk3i..•
dall more than $67.50 to $72.50. The business course— t.
cluding Book-keeping, Telegraphy, Short-hand and Tw.-.
writing, is under the direction of excellent teachers and II t
most reasonable terms will be extended—much less than
regular Commercial Colleges
AU practical edncational wants can be met at Sot
Kentucky College For Catalogues, Circulars and Inform a-
tion, Address,
JAMES E. SCOBEY, President.
or A. C. KUYKENDALL, VieP-President.
Central iiiTobaccv.Warehous
Hopkin wine, Kentucky,
H. H. ABERNATHY, Proprietor





Virginia Street, Between 8th and 9th, Hopkinsville, Ky.
deeffireglimiwahtitegf==it_trtrk put up In Christian 
county by any -4.re.t,
TO MACKINAC
SUMMER TOURS.
PALACE Sikes/its,. Low RAVES.
• four Trip. por 06 lrek Est Yrer,n
DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND'
Petoskey lissli Pte Ma- le. and Lake
Huron Way Pore..
livery We-ek Day Between
DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
Spedel /Wadley Tripe dada' in... July, eager me Use.
Double Daily Lias astursoa
CHICAGO AND ST. JOSEPH, MICH.
Otis LLUSTRATIED PAMPHLETS
AM.'S and XxoursOn Tleke.s will b• fu•-nleked
by your Tick, • rent or se dyers
19. a. WHITCOMB. a. P. A. Ct,sorr. Mr-a.
9/41.tralt Ind C1,:yielnn ,••••• -• • ••••.,







ILLUSTRATED IN COLORS: a perfect Work of Art;
1150 Pages; Now ready. Books free, postage /Sc.
k• ISO pp. I •I•lep 1490 of Trier b...•aa, Typp• rite,
Irabgewi a I hal., M.o. Pr... Pommy 10a.




P S.° A B OSR
LES _NS PAIN
OimiNistio DANGER TO 
LIFE Op
NW' morlifiari MOT H ER
MILE I 11ILI is° CH1110
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.AL ANIAgA
mkg1YALL DANIS
Public Notice.
Having reconsidered my former announce-
ment for jailer of Chrtatiall county, subject
to the or: hot of int• Deno writ tic party, and
through •he advice of my many friends, I
hereby annoutice myself as an independant




210 acres or :and near Belleview
Ky., 110 acres cleared, 100 acres well-
timbered. This place ham good im-
provements on it and is well-u tered.
Is situated in a good neigh!). ood,
convenient to echoole anu chumt tea,
and is 2,1i miles from Gracey, a Lepot
on the I. A. & T., railroad. For
further particulars ap_ply to,
no,6tf. W. T. WILLIAMSON.
Caldwell & Randle,
MA UFACTURERS OF--
Galvanized Iron, Cornice, Window Gaps,
CreatioL Tin and Slate Hat and Oltide Work I pec
—AND DICA,ERS IN—
























SAMUEL HODGSON,_I ni porter anti M an uf act urer of-
GRANITE AND MARBLE MONUMENTS,
gar best to•terial snd most artistic work at the lowest p•
F. M. M. 1i 'mow. of Hopkins% tile, is my siolleitor for lb, pat le of u,-,
SAMUEL HODCSON.
T. C. HANHERY. M. F. SHRYEit
eople sWarehouse
Hanbery &Shryeg,Prop's•
HOPKINSVILLE, KY. R. R. ST. BET. 10th and llth.
Careful attention given to sampling end selling all tobacco coneigned to us. Liberal ad-
vances made on tobacco in tiood quarien• fog teams and teamsters. All tobaeiso his
sured ss other w Jae fist ruettd.




Special Attention raid to Same;ing and Selling Tobaces
LIBERAL ADVANCES MADE ON Or•NSIGN•

























E NEW ERA •
screens.
—I. LI8 El ED DT-- RaTISTER TO-DAY
DON'T TAIL TO 4 Go to Thompeou & Meador for
• Flour and Ilion racks for *ale
low Era Printing and Pitelish,ng Co.  this °nice.
--
th tt • YEAS- t,intrt1 to cat en) was 
i Wall paper—lest-4 designe,
Hopper Bro.._ --
mar .1 A im Poetogicei isois as tit) to your voting tea el to-dayBegbeer to-day and get your revs-
to-morrow and register.
sit vie-. matter.
 tration certificate.  -
ridav, June 13, 1890. The opening bail at the Cerulean
Springs Hotel will be larg-ly attend-
ed from this city.Club Rates.
We will furnish the
ERA and any of the
reamed below at prices
teen iteneet 41 Isetre
Daily Louisville Post.












Hewer * eta I y.
Harper's Bazar..


















Mrs. J. W. Moodie, of Fairview, is
spending this week with Mrs. Dave
Tautly.
Miss tlertie Caster, of South Chris-
tian, is the guest of Dr. and Mrs. V.
M. Metcalfe.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wilson, of
Gracey, were shopping in the city
this morning.
Miss Fannie Garnett, of Pembroke,
is visiting Miss Mamie Thompson on
East 7th street.
Misses Bessie Baker and Mollie
Heron, of Dixon, are the guests of
Miss Gracie Pollard.
• Mr. George Bridges, of the Owens-
boro Messenger staff, was in the city
on business yesterday.
Miss Jessie Bobb, of Nee- Of' ins,
is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Anoe L.
Starling, on North Main St.
Lula Hansford, who has been
tweeting school at .1 Ilensviile, has
returned home to spend the summer.
Rev. George Campbell, of the theo-
leginal department of Vanderbilt Cu-
-r. erveraity, is visiting relatives in the
t Its-.
blies Ltsle Wiufree returned last
night from Nashville where she has
been the guest of Miss Sallie Was-
flow•
Miss Fannie Fairleigh has return-
ed from a protracted visit to relatives
and friends in Louisville and Meade
county.
Mho Lulu Wiofree will leave next
week for Paducah, where she will
spend several weeks with relatives
and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben S. Campbell, of
Hopkinsville, returned house yester-
day after a plessaut visit to Capt.
Ned Campbell ( (this eity.—Ilender-
sou Journal.
Miss Freda Parker will leave this
week for. Catlettsburg, Ky., where
else will spend the sun:over with
friends and relatives.
Mrs. W. f. Townes, of Danville,
Va , who lies been the guest of Mr.
N. B. Edmunds on Liberty street, re-
turns d home Monday.
Misses Mollie Kennedy and Lucy
Hamby, Messrs. Polk Cansler and
Ito' S. Brown, of this city, attended
. church at Crofton Sunday.
Misses Eunice Fuqua, Minnie and
Tommie Mason have returned
from Rome, Ga., where they had
bees attending Shorter College.
Mrs. Joseph Hall, who has been
the gnest of Miss Flora Trier for
several days, returned to her home
ak-illsedgesuery, Ala , yeeterdey.
Mr. Joe Moheley, Christian county,
aftarspending a few days with his
old school mates here returned home
ibis morning.—Russellville Herald.
Miss • Fannie Brambaue returned
se Versailles Monday. She gradu-
st-Rooe Hill Seminary, reeeiv-
the honors of ber class, and a
ial prise in derman.
Lucie Prince left Tuesday
home at G4atin, Tenn., after
I visit to her aunt Mrs. 11.
r.. MiesTrince was accom-
Mr. H. L. Garner.
Gentry, Chicago, Horace
is. Ohio, and J. H.
• Pembroke, at-
tune d interruent of
11•Mil) Haden Gentry, Sr.,
Cyrus Radford has returned
Annapolis, Ind., having gradu-
rdbn the United States Naval
nay and sill remain with his
in this city until. ordered to
for duty,.
Mary and Nannie Barbour
returned from Hunts-
, Texas, where they have
a for.the past ten months. Their
to Hopkinsvillei+ the occasion
ral delight to their hundreds
warm friends. They hove taken
with the family of Mrs. Gant.
Register.
Are you a Democrat? Have you
iregkgered? If not, Wily not? You
gannet afford to be indifferent at this
time. Thoregieljatioo law is intend-
ed to purify the ballot. If you are enti-
tled to vote,you are entitled to the cer •
!We which guarantees you a vote. It
eosin you nothing to secure this certi-
ficate and your interests, the interests
of your family, your fri -nds and your
party, demand that you be not dere-
*. Os this duty.
ilk up to-morrow and register.
down upon the tablet of your
as the first duty of the day.
Maersett.
se 44enthern Hotel this city
June loth, at 3 p. m , by Rev. J. W.
Lewis Mr. L. L. Murphy, of Miming-
ppll to Mrs. Mollie McRae of Fern-
oke. Mr: Murphy was formerly




Wheeler, Mills & li. June
Hogshead(' (d Tobacco as
P. medium leaf $9 211 7 60 f 30
7 15 6 30 6 50 6 60 6 73 6 25 610
6 00 6 00 6 CO 6 00.
hhos. common leaf 3745 to 400.
blade good lugs 4 00 to 2 23.
hltdr. common to trash lugs .73
e market was very strong, show-
oalegji tie on any grades, and was
higher on better grades of
imp: The present deinati4
the consomptial she-
general plauting hap
prices. Owing to' 00
y of good tobacco it is
I. condition w;11 continue
ut the season.
Nat Gaither Co., for week
driltr hilt's. tobacco
good to medium leaf, $7 60,
7 30, 7 10, 720, 7 AO, 7 46,
0 76, tn. 7 NO, Ir20, `23,
6 110, 7 00, 6 00, 6 10.
to common leaf,
, 5 cO, 3 20, 4 60, 4 00,
6 76, 6 36, .3 90, 4 30, 4 90,
4 00.
tomnion to medium lugs
1 65, 1 40, 1 LI), 2 30, I 73
210, 2 23,3 65.
at last week's pilees.
fiery's, purify-
head-
The trial ef Albert Dade, has again
been postponed owing to the absence
of impoi tent witnesses.
Col. L. L. Polk, of North Carolina
National Preeitient of Farmers,' and
Laborer's Union will speak at Hen-
derson on June 26th at I p ni.
Mr. M. Forbes was elected Pres-
ident of the South Keutucky Tele-
phone cowpony at a late meeting of
the directory, Mr. Jas. M, Howe hay
lug tendered his resignation.
Hon. H. J. Powell, has accepted the
invitation extended him to deliver
his famous lecture "Pythianisni Ex-
posed," at the K. P. celebration at
Guthrie ou July 4.
Pearl, the 19 mouths old child of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Morris, died
at nine o'clock Tuesday from the
effects of concentrated lye,which was
carelessly left where she could drink
it.
The barbecue shooting match, and
matinee which I. promised at the
park for Saturday June 14th, will be
a success if the weather remains fa-
voroble. Several fast horses are an-
nounced to compete in the races.
The picnic excursion which the
young people are arranging for to-
day promises to be the most enjoya-
ble event of its kind which has yet
been given. A coach will be char-
tered and lied river bridge will be
the objective point.
1-'rank, the infant daughter of Mr
and Mrs. charies Tandy, died yester-
day at the residence of Mrs. Elizabeth
4 &umbel' at 9 o'clock a. m. Funeral
services this afternoon at 3 o'clock at
the residence of Mrs. Campbell on
Elm street. Interment at city ceme-
tery.
At the county jail there are now
five prisoners, three of whom are
awaiting the action of the September
grand jury. Another is Isreal Her-
ring, col., arrested Friday on a
warrant charging him with burning
John McKnights Iwo and stock.
The friends of Sam Hester will learn
with no little pleasu e that he is do-
ing well under coml.etent treatment
and will, except in the event of a re-
lapse, pull through his present trou-
ble. Mr. Hester will be brought
home as eoon_are--his condition will
justify his removal.
Mr. Oscar Layne, a leading young
busiue-s man of the Fairview vicinity
and Miss Lillie Fulcher, a popular
and accomplished young lady of the
same place, eloped to Louisville
several days ago and were united in
marriage. They returned Wednesday
ing and went at once to their future
home at Fairview.
The funeral of the late J. W. Rust
took place at the Baptist Church
Tuesday. Dr. A. D. Sears, of Clarks-
ville, a life long friend of the deceased,
preached the funeral @erratic'. The
procession which scorted the re-
mains to their last resting place at
the city cemetery was one of the
longest ever Peen in Hopkinsville.
If louse benighted traveler, driving
through the dark streets of Hopkins-
vine should run into a pile of stones,
timbers, brick and debris and should
be seriously injured he might reason-
ably ask heavy damages arpainst the
city and uo jury would deny him
'Pigment. NVIly does not the 'Olin -
ell force the contractors to place red
signals at these obstructions?
Rev. W. L. Nourse, of this city, de-
livered the Sermon on the occasion
of the commencement of the S. W.
P. University at Clarksville, Sunday
night. The Progress says of it: Mr.
Nourse'e discourse was an earnest,
impressive and forcibly simple one,
throughout. He was listened to with
close attention by h;e large audience
and those who were present went
away feeling that it was good to have
been there.
Mr.John Cooper, a well known and
popular gentleman of this city, was
tried before Judge Winfree Monday
for lunacy and ordered sent to An-
chorage Asylum. Mr. Coopers mis-
fortune is deeply regretted by his
friends throughout Christian county.
In his actions of late there have been
every evidence of an unsound mind
and this course Was deemed wisest by
hie family.
A petition is bring circulated
amen the people of this city asking
executive clemency on behalf of Ben.
Stanly who was pent to the pen for 2
years at the late term of Circuit Court.
Stanley was sent up for the killing
Rufus I.:belling at Wilson's four years
ago fhe killing was heartless and
uncalled-for and his penalty is suf-
ficiently light for the crime. There
is no reason why the Governor should
pardon Stanley.
Mr. G. W. Collins fell from the roof
of a house in Trenton Friday after-
noon and sustained serious and pain-
ful injuries. The distance from the
roof of the building to the greund is
twelve feet and Mr. Collins toeing
tls hold was precipitated the entire
distance. His left arm Was badly
fractured at the elbow joint and one
rib was broked. He was taken into
a neighboring house a here medical
aid was surumoned.
Rock Radford, the oldest convict
in the State, has been paroled and al-
lowed to return to his home in this
county. He was went tip from the
Trigg circuit court for 21 years two
years ago, having obtained a .change
of venue and taken hie case to that
county. He is sO year* old and will
doubtless die here at home which he
loves. At one time he was wealthy,
but all his meaty' were exhausted in
the persisteut and protracted etfort
to clear himself of the charge of mur-
deo.
William died Wednesday
morning at his home near Kirkmans-
ville, from the effects of a pistol shot
wound received accidentally on the
previous Sunday. In company with
his uncle, Walter Martin, a young
man of his own age, Shanklin had
started to the river to bathe. Martin
was walking a few feet in his rear
when a revolver with which he was
playing, was discharged, the ball en-
tering Shauklin's back and lodging
In the abdominal cavity. Dr. Den-
nis, of this city, was called but prob-
ing failed to locate the bullet. Shank-
liu died in great agony. The remains
'were interred Friday.
In the Common Pleas court Fri-
day Judge McPherson rendered
a 'decision, whieh declares invalid
an ordinance passed by the council
of Pent broke to the effect that all
enclosed spaces attached to &saloon
is a part of the seloon itself and im-
posing a tine of $10 to $2.) upon the
proprietor for every person admitted
I therein on Sunday, regardless of the
purpose of his entrance. Under this
ordinance, Mr. J. R. Waugh was
used $10 each in three cases. The
amount being too small to appeal, be
enjoined the collection of the fines, symptom of these distressing corn-
alleging the ordinance to be invaled. plaints, if you think so call at our
The court held the ordinance Invalid, "tore ami get a bottle of Shiloh's(
.„ Vitaliser. Every bottle Ilse a printed
being too general in Its scope, and guarantee on it, use accordingly, and
perpetuating the injunction. The If it does you DO good it will cost you
"',1 to the Superior Court. I nothigg, Bold by WYLY& BoRN irrr.
Clarksville Cornet
Clarksville C'oncert Club to
the music at their big
Guthrie, July 4.
Messrs. R. H. Holland and J. 0.
Cooper have returned their commis-
sions as magistrates in the new dis-
tricts, positively refusing to qualify.
This act is very much regrettd by
their friends who had confidence
in their ability to dispense justice
with impsrtial hands.
Twenty twine binders were deliver-
ed by Hopkinsville Implement
houses to Christian county farmers
yesterday. This is rather a severe
blow to the croakers who stand upon
the street corners and sing about a
dead town. This may be a dead town
as the croakers say, but there are no
flies on the corpse.
One of the windows of the Garner
Drug Cos' building on Main street,
has been converted into a temporary
aquarium, where rare specimens of
the flnuy tribe and other curiosities
of the deep may be seen. The win-
dow is handsonily decorated with
ferns, mosses, vines, etc., and pre-
sents the appearance of a secluded
sylvan nook.
At a school trustee election held
Saturday, at Cedar Bluff, in the Pem-
broke magisterial district, Primus
Wilson, col., became engaged in a
quarrel with a colored man named
Fortsou. In the tight which ensued
Fortsou's sons took a hand and Wil-
son was seriously and it is thought
fatally cut and stabbed. There are
several deep incisions In his side one
or more having touched his liver.
Warrants are ont for the arrest of
the Fortsone.
The Clarksville Leaf-Chronicle
says: J. G. Joseph is in receipt of a
letter from C. P. Atmore, stating that
the L. & N. Company can not possi-
bly furnish a special train from
Clarksville to Guthrie for the K. P.
re-union July 4. The letter says there
is such a great demand on the com-
pany for extra coaches ou this day
that the greatest care has to be taken
in distributiug them. A train passes
Clarksville going to Guthrie at 5:35
a. m., and returns at S:05 p. ni. The
rate will be one fare for the round
trip.
Pye, Dickers & Wall appointed
Maj. Phelps+, Dudley Were anti Frank
Monroe as a coamsittee to award the
;4) prizes which they had offered as
follows: !late The first gentleman
customer, a suit of clothes valued at
$15; (2nd.) The first lady customer,
a fine gold headed umbrella valued
at $3: .3rct. The second gentleman
customer, oue dozen floe Handker-
chiefs valued at $4; and (4th. First
boy under 16 years of age, a fine hat
valued at $2.50 to the persons who
should solve the rebus printed in
NEW ERA. The committee awarded
the first prize to D. C. Word; the
second to Lulie M. Tuck; the third to
Jno. T. Edmunds and the fourth to
Irvin Frazer, of LaFayette, a boy 10
years of age.
We have a speedy and positive
Cure for Catarrh, Diphtheria, Canker
Mouth, and Head-Ache, in Shiloh's
Catarrh Remedy. A Nasal Injector
free with each bottle. Use it if you
desire health and sweet breath.
Price 50 cents. Sold by
WYLY & B u NETT.
The Teachers' Meeting.
Of the State Teachers Meeting t
be held in Fraukfort June 2e-6-7, the
Kentucky Trades Journal says:
On their programme will be found
the names of the most distiuguished
poets, orators, elocutionists and sing-
ers about the capital. Major Henry
T. Stanton and Mite W. Leelle Col-
lins, Mrs. Polk South and Mrs. Jennie
C. Morton will all prepare and read
special poems; Miss Mamie Buford
Smith, the elocutionist, will read
several selections; Prof. Fullercan
and Hon. Thomas W. Scott will
deliver orations; Robert Burns Wil-
son, one of the greatest living poets,
has been invited to prepare and read
a special poem; 4OI. Thomas B. Ford,
the author of the famous Satire on
the School Fund, will read a sequel
to that satire, and also act an critic,
and reproduce at the chase of each
evening meeting &graphic panorama,
in his own inimitable way, of all that
has been said and done; awl Col.
Berry and Isis accomplished daugh-
ter and grand-daughter will equal
all the mocking birds in the woods in
singing "The Old Farm Gate" and
other songs. With such talent as
this on the night prose:inutile it is
reasonably certain that all Frankfort
will be there to enjoy the rich treat
in store, not only for them but for all
the friends of literature who may be
present. There will be open places
on the programme for such volunteer
offerings as the occasien may supply,
so that all who may desire to partici-
pate may have the opportunity to do
so.
Theme night meetings may be re-
garded as a new departure, but
Frankfort delights its new departures
where they tend to elevate society
and purify public thought. The
great educational meeting at the
Frankfort Opera House in las; efts a
new departure, but it aroused an
advanced spirit of culture in every
county in the State; the centennial
in h4s6 had a number of novel features,
but it was a grand success; a large
number of the same progressive
people who shaped these former
meetings are giving shape to these
night meetings for June 25th and
26th, and from the spirit of general
approval manifested by the best
people of the capital city, it is quite
reasonable to anticipate that thee
night meetings in June will be
equally successful. Frankfort never
does anything by halves.
MARRIAGE LICENC144.
J. H. Fielas to Casa Nesacomb,
L. L. Murphy to Mollie McRae.
('omities).
John Smith to Carrie Jones.
J. M. Beazley to Agnes Haines.
Robert Tucker to Agnes Williams'.
fly
at •
The ynt t Ending ef an
and Us, fel Life.
At 9:30 e't lock Ssindsy niorning
or ; the bug, Isonurable and useful life o
I Prof. J. W'. Rust quietly ended. eur-
, rounded by hie family and a few of
' Refrigerators and Water Coolers at the many friends sit a life-time, he








Miss Lelia Cox, assisted by Mrs.
F. M. Girand, gave an enjoyable en-
tertainment at Itenuettstown tut the
night of the 10th inst.
Major Addison Rust, brother if the
late Prof. J. W. Ruse, was tried for
lunsey before Judge Winfree yester-
day and judged of unsound mited and
ordered sent to the Western Asylum.
A plessaut time is promised all
who attend the races and shooting
match at the park Saturday. each
feature of the day will be both excit-
ing and intereeting. Au admittance
fee of 2.5 cents will be charged at the
gate.
The Clarksville Progreso, is author-
ity for the statement that the K. P.'s
have engaged the services of the
Band 'and
II oio able
dered as it drew near. The only
paug, the only regret which death
cats cause his the bosoin of a man like
this is Otte of parting wills thole. who
have lived and worked and walked
and loved beside him. This is the
death in which the Christian tri-
uniphs, this the victory to which hits
life hail been dedicated. To this end
et cry act of hi is great hi f- was tie-
voted.
About out- year ago the friends of
Prof. Rust noticed with no little anx-
iety the beginning of that physical
decline which terminated so quietly
Smithy just at the hour when the
bells in all the church towers were
young hearts to their Sabbath
schools. Is not the delicate and sub-
tle touch of the master's hand visible
In this? What more fitting than that
f urnish 
his soul should go up through the air
trembling and vibrating with the sa-
conclave at
cred music which he so loved in life?
In spite of hie rapidly failing health
and decliniug strength the indomita-
ble energy which characterized his
every act, the force, the will and the
ambition to do still more for his
church and his people moved and
stimulated and incited him. Disease
met in the en srgy of this life a well
nigh invincible adversary. Afflic-
tion waged for more than a year a
doubtful contest with &frail tenement
which was sustained and upheld by
a will-power of almost supernatural
strength. And even after every hope
of succor was cut off from the strong-
hold, that which warmed it was vig-
orous, active anti young.
The deaths of Prof. Rust is more
than a local calamity; more than a
mere loss to his church, more than a
misfortune to one community.
While it removed from our midst a
christian gentleman,—loved and re-
spected,—while it removes from the
Baptist church one of its strongest
arms, while it takes from an honored
institution its revered head, the loss
is not bounded by these narrow lines.
A man is removed from his sphere of
usefulness. Usefulness is universal.
The man who is useful in his sphere
serves the world, though fame may
never know the story (if his struggles
and his sacrifices. Through all of
that life which ended Sunday
there runt a purpose lofty and pure.
A desire to be of some service to
mankind. To attain a place and po-
sition where his laudable ambition
might be realized was his aim when
yet a mere boy, anti to this end the
early years of Isis life were bent.
With the same essiduity, determina-
tion anti will whit-Is were hie to the
last lie began to shape his life and
build his mind up to his high con-
ception of duty.
Seventy-one years ago, on a farm
in Logan county, Ky. J. W. Rust was
born. His surroundings were not en-
tirely favorable to a realization of the
hopes and ambitious which he cher-
ished in early youth. At the age of
fifteen he had attended school only
thirteen months, but so industrious
and studious had he been and so
close had been his application that
the foundation was already builded
broad and deep when he was thrown
upon his own resources and began
with no help but his own to raise the
educational superstructure which a
few years later became Ito conspicu-
ous as to merit degrees, unsolicited,
from two well-known colleges. His
reputation and success as a teacher,
soon became such as to attract the
attention of the leading colleges and
he was made president of Bethel
college which position lie held with
honor until lees. Under his able and
judicious administration the institu-
tion attained great notoriety. Sub-
sequently Prof. Rust was editor of
the 'Western Recorder and in this
field his wide informatics], and ripe
knowledge, backed by a quiek and
earliest pets won him fresh laurels.
Sixteen years ago Prof. Rust came
to Hopkinsville as president of Beth-
el Female College. The history of
th;ii institutiou while under his di-
rection may be written in the one
word—success. Ile raised the school
at once to a standard unexcelled by
any similar southern institution. He
gave his own personal attentien to
every detail and neglected nothing
calculated to advance it. None but
the best teachers and most compe-
tent instructors occupied chairs in
its faculty. Many of the matrons
who grace the homes of Kentucky
sad adjoining _States, mau,y of this-
most aeomplished anti admired ladies
in society, ninny of the mote talented
teachers throughout the State, look
back to Bethel Female College, tin-it
alma meter, and to its late honored
prlucipal as their b st friend.
Prof. Rust leaves a wife anti live
children, two of whom, Mrs. Rick-
man, and Rev. John 0., are of a for-
mer marriage. Misiore Sallie, Fanny
and Willie are datighteis of his sur-
viving consort. To 'those who are
called upon to weep at the grave or
husband and father, the sympathies
of the entire community go out.
The funeral services took ro'a(•e
at 11 o'cJock Tuesday morning at
the Baptist church. Interment Lt
the city cemetery.
Missionary Sleeting.
The sixth Missionary "Circle" will
hold its next meeting at South Union
church, June 2-4 and 29, 1890. The
following isubjt•ets will be disicuseed:
.7. Report from the S. B. C. from
any mensber who limy have attended
the session at Ft. Worth.
2. The duties of church meinflers
to each other.-1. (L Kendall.
3. Pure Christianity as described
by Faul in Cor. I; 3.-it. N. Barrett.
4. Essay on wutriati'e work in the
church.—By a lady.
S. Sunday school work and its re-
lation to the eiturcb.—J. Clardy.
6. how to study the Bible.—S. P.
Forge:.
7. Young men in (-Lurch work.-
1 J. N. Prestritige8. Christ as n model
Is it not worth the t•Inall price of 1.5. Walker.




All theme questions will be open for
general dieculesion, and everybody is
I Wilted to come and participate.
J. D. CLAADY, V. P,
Newstsad, Jun 11,1000.
,m;r4rAoliintr=1: ,
The Post Office Row..
A special to the Louisville Times
of yesterday afternoon says this with
reference to our poet ciffee t fcuble : I
"Kentucky Republicans and Ken-
tucky pest offices are giving the tree-
ideut a gleet dead if trouble these
sultry days. The Pres.debt is not
only worried o‘er Ilse Louisville post
office eouteutiou, but now the "prac-
tical politicians" of Christian county
are iip in arms because a lady, Mrs.
Mary II. Wright, was nominated for
postmaster of the city of Hopk Weenie
over the head of the stalwart Major
Breathitt. lu this caste the "jewel-
cal politicians" have won the first
fall, for the nomination of Mrs.
Wright has been "hung up" Ity this-
Senate I ottititittee on Poet (Meets at
the inistanct• of President Hurrison
himself.
Mrs. Wright's 110Iiii On( 1011 was sent
to the Senate on the 22d of May, and
she would have been confirmed long
ago had it not been for Internal Rev-
enue Collector Feland, who filed a
strong protest against her, so violent
Indeed that the President sent a polite
note to Senator Sawyer, Chairman
of the Senate Post Office Committee,
requesting that the nom inatiou be not
reported until lie could make a thor-
ough investigation.
The principal complaint against
Mrs. \\*right is that she has not be-en
very long identified with Hopkins-
ville, and that she is not in the strong-
est sense a representative citizen of
that town. The fact is, however,
Mrs. Wright's place is wanted for a
working member of the Republican
party. Mrs. Wright may he able to
run a post office, but she can't vote
and that is the milk in this particu-
lar cocoanut. It remains to be *eels
whether or not l'resident Harrison
will have backbone enough to stand
by Mrs. Wright and let the "practi-
cal politielane" of Hopkineville go by
the board.
41.
A Pair of New Squires.
col. J. 0. Cooper and Mr. R. H.
Holland received from Governor
Buckner this morning commissions
as Justice of the place for the Hop-
kineville districts, ereated by the
Court of Claims. The appointments
are evidently proper and two citizens
more capable of dispensing justice
fairly and impartially could not have
been found. It is hoped by every one
that they will qualify without delay
and serve at least until their succes-
sors may be elected.






so their Rat and Ver-
ment Extractor. Try
it. Wyly & Burnett.
The Druggists.
Good grass or clover pasture with
running waiter. Apply to J. H. Win-
free. May12 dim
The Eclipse.
As the name indicates, we lead
them all. For fine liquors, wines and
brandies or ice (-old beer, call on
C. P. NOLEN.
Next door to Cohen's'.
Phosphated Gelatine
Health, Food and Nerve Tonic.
NOURSE 16. MOORE.
SHIRTS!
We have made ar-
rangements with one
of the largest shirt
manufacturers in the
United States to make
shirts for us specially
to order. We guaran-
tee perfect fits, and sat-
isfaction in every par-
ticular. A perfect fit-
ting shirt is truly a
bl^ssing.
Pye, Dicken & Wall.
NOTICE.
The undersigned, surviving part-
ner of the late firm of Chas. McKee
tfc. Co., will Kell for sixty days, the
stock of groceries now in store, on
which, for cash, great bargains can
be procured.
Accounts made to this date are re-
quired to be puid on presentation
when due, otherwise they will be
placed 111 the hands of proper per-
sons for collection.
A. R. McKee, Jut.
\ V . N cKEE.
June 1, '90.-416tw2t.
DIVIDEND NO. 8.
The board of Directors of the Cres-
cent Milling co , have declared a di vi-year and a half, left tor his home Sat- demi of 3";, for the 6 months ending
urday. this many friends, especially May el 1s9o, anti poyableJuly 1st 1890.
the girls, were sad indeed over his R. H. DeTeevii.i.e,
departure. 1.11111. 5th '90. See'y. and Treat+.
• e's ' eetse. ee: • .--e . -*.e; • t• 
"
REGIS'! Eft OR YOU
LOSE YOUR VOTE.
_
"If Christ Should Coyne Again.**
"Ile caunt unto Ills own. and His own re-
oeived Min not."
Suppose that thirty years ago &with-
er star of Bethlehem had appeared,
and at some rural village into the
family of a poor mechanic there bad
been born, another Messiah, who af-
ter Working at a trade for years in
company with the poorest and hum-
blest people, studying with infinite
wisdom and brooding with infinite
pity over the eonditlon of mankind,
should just now be entering imitullhi is
ministry in what a eoudition wtaild
Ise see the world after eighteen hun-
dred years of Christiauity? Would
he not find the affairs of the great
nations of christendom in the con-
trol of Pharisees?
Christian England going to war to
protect the bond-holders in their
right to spoil the Egyptians. A hun-
dred thousand harlots and thieves in
the greatest city in the world; wo-
men doing 'lieu's work in coal and
Iron !nine., for a pittance hardly suf-
ficient to keep body anti soul togeth-
er; the agricultural laborers of Great
Britoil and Ireland living In poverty
squalor and ignorance with the poor-
house their only refuge when they
shall cease to be able to work. Nine
tenths( of the soil of those islands
owned by less than thirty thousand
landlords, who, with their collateral
relatives to the third and fourth de-
gree live from off the earnings of this
saint- squalid anti ignorant class.
And would he find these conditions,
improved in the great cities and fer-
tile agricultural regions of continen-
tal Europe? On crossing the Atlantic
would lie not find the rich growing
richer and the poor, poorer; people
crowding the streets of cities wittier
sole reliance for a livelihood are vice,
pauperism and crime; State prisons,
jails and poor-houses filled to over-
flowing; usurers and extortioners fat-
tening from off the earnings of their
fellows; capital ruling the world, po-
litically and socially; money crowned
king; usury legalized and protected
by law; corruption the main reliance
of those who rule and govern; thous-
ands upon thousands of the poor in
the great cities and centers being
ground to powder by force of the law
of supply and demand; the soil upon
which the people are born and must
live being monopolized into a few
hands?
And suppose be should conic with a
few poor followers, destitute of wealth
culture, education or.genius, and say
to the great Christian aristocracy;
"Repent ye, for the kingdom of heav-
en is at hand!" Repent! Change
your order of thiuking and living;
cease to grind the poor; cease to take
usury—interest, for that is the Bible
meaning of the term; cease to monop-
olize God's land made for his child-
ren; cease to debase labor and defy;
"sell all that thou host and give it to
the poor." Suppose he should say
this? The people would say: "He
Is a religious crank, a communist, he
should be squelshed, away with hint,
such doctrines are dangerous to so-
ciety, this is the great era of Chris-
tian civilization; such cranks should
uot be allowed to run at large, they
would undo the great work of this
century of material development and
prosperity!"
And then supteise lie should turn
and say: "Woe trete you, London!
Woe unto you. Washington! Woe
unto you, Scribes and Pharisees—
hypocrites 'ye pay miut and &Mee and
cumin, but have omitted weightier
matters--judgment, mercy and faith.
Woe ;unto you, bliud goitlem
strain at a gnat and swallow a camel!
Your house shall be desolate.
You talk about your great temple
of modern civilization! 1 tell you
that there shall not be left one stone
upon another that obeli not be thrown
down. This is the gospel of the king-
dom of heaven which I have come to
establish."
What would be the effect of such
teaching—not in the far-off past, but
as a present reality, proclaimed by a
divinely commissioned messenger?
Should his teachings obtain muels
headway; should the multitude be-
gin to follow him the cry would at
once be raised: "Away with bins!
Crucify him!" And yet the teachings
are the dame, word for word, as were
preached eighteen hundred years ago
by him whom 11111 christentioin affects
to worship.—Kentucky State Un-
ion.
citorroN ITEMS.
CROFTON, KY., JtIne 11—A num-
ber of visitors were in town last week
attended the closing exereises of Crof-
ton Academy.
Mrs. J. S. Atkinson, of Princeton,
ley , vieited friends here last week.
Mr. J. H. Atkinson, who has been
attending school here for the past
came down last Thursday to Kee his
best girl; ask him how he enjoyed
the concert.
The closing exercises of Crofton
Academy came oft Thursday night,
June 5th, at the Academy. It con-
siceed of niussic, recitations and plays.
'1 here was a geod crowd in attendance
and every one seemed well pleased
with the programme.
There ass a croquet party at Mr.
Joe Clark's last Friday evening. Ali
present say they enjoyed themselves
splendidly.
Mrs. John Prowse, little son and
daughter, visited friends and rela-
tives here recently.
Miss 1•:flifun Blaine is visiting
friends in the city.
Miss Love Franklin who has been
the guest of Miss Fairleigh 'role re-
turued to her h011ie at Daesou Fri-
day.
Miss Nolia Rowe is visiting Miss
%l attic Johnson, of Hopkineviile.
Joe Clark was in town last week.
Fees /see Fres
Frank Prowse, of ilopkinsville, Irirst-class
Ai t he Southern Hunch.
II. S. Parrish, Chieago; S. T. Fox,
I I orik nsv die ; T. G. Hiser, Nash-
ville; J. II. Harty, Earlineton; J. A.
Brenned, St. Louis; Jae. K. Savers,
Franklin, Tenn.; A. C. Hook, New-
ark, N. J.; C. M. Kenny. L. tit N.
It. It.; Guthrie, Evansville; J. A.
Horner, Louisville; L. II. Scott,
Louisville; W. J. (lager, Lonieville;
Geo. C. Sandifer, Newark N. J.; Phosphated;Gelatine EVANSVILLE
BAKERY AND SODA ENT
At a Great Bargain.
As I contemplate a change of busi-
ness, I offer the above articles,
both its first-rate order at
• prices which defy compe-
tition. Call and examine.
W. F. RANDLE,
(fish building, opp. Phi-nix Hotel.
LOST.
On Monday, the 2nd day of June, a
new (Indwells, on Main street or near






- WILL BEGIN ON
Monday, June 28,1890
Although our Spring trade has been far better than our most san
gum (xpectations, still we have a few lines of goods that must be sold
as we do not care to carry over anything, therefore, they must and will
te sold, and when you see the prices we have put on them, and exam-
ine the quality and make of the goods, you will be convinced that we
mean business.
Nice Suits Ranging From $3.00 To $5.0a
FIN= ST-T=S P'ISOZVZ $10_00 TO $18_00.
An elegant line of Draletas, Pongee Silks, Alpacas, Worsteds, Linens, ike., fer
Summer we,.r. The largest line of
Hats; ELELCII. trECIPICT Goods'
20 Youth's Suite, different patterns,
Nice Woolen, will sell at $e.50.
20 Suits Mens same, a little soiled,
worth $1000 to $13 00, will be closed
at $5.00.
600 Four-ply Linen Collars.,' all siz-
es and styles, worth 10 to 13cte. each,
none go at 21.,ete.
IN THE CITY.
50 Pairs Smith & Slaughton'a cele-
brated and warranted $3.00 Shoes
will be closed out at $1.9.
100 Pairs Smith & Slaughlon's
Warranted $4.00 Shoes will be closed
at $2 911.
75 Pair of Geo. Ilecker's fine $4.00
and $5.00 Shoes inust go at $2.88, $3 4$I
and $3.88.
Before you purchase call and see us,
50 Snits, assorted sizes and "niers,
Sacks and Frock, worth frcm $6.00 to
$12.00, will go at $6.00. 26 Salta
worth $8.0() t) $13 oo, will go at 07.00.
50 Pairs large sizes P. Calf Solid
Sole Gaiter Sboee, worth $1.76 to be
closed out at $1.22.
50 Pairs Mena P. Calf Congress and
Lsce Shoes, all sizes, tiaras. at 42.014
go at $1.44.
Pye, Dicken & Wall,
The Clothing and Furnishing House of Hopkineville, Main Street, next dooi to
Bank of Hopkinsville.
•
ON JULY 1, 
We take our regular Semi-arnual Invoice, and while we know it is
an old threadbare story, still it is none the less true that before stock-
taking we are anxious to reduce it as low as possible and especially to
clean out ail the odds and ends, and in order to do this we will make
cuts anu reductions in every line that will surely inure to the benefit of
our cust7mers We can't quote everything, but depend upon us, we
will give you genuine bargains, we have never disappointed you, we
could not aff ird to do it. nor will we this time. As an earnest of what
you may expect we quote:
25 doz. Gents 4-ply Linen Collars in off styles and broken sizes, worth 15c. for Sc.
25 " heayy mixed seamlem Sorbirci,-arigiateri-priee 25, -
10 embroidered Suspenders, " 66 50c., _ " 24c.
5 " " fine (soiled) Linen bosom Laundried and Unlaundried
Shuts, worth $1.00 - for 49c.
50 doz. Gents heavy cotton double heel and toes seamless hose, rib-
bed top, worth 15c., for 8 f-3e.
10 doz.. Gents fine assorted Underwear worth $1.00, - for 49e.
30 " Silk, Flannel and French Cambric Shirts at manufacturer's prices.
In Clothing and Hats we will offer some terrific cuts, they may no
terrify you to death, but if they dont cause a broad grin of satisfaction
to pass over countenance we will be disappointed.
iSlacoe Deroiartzrieztt.
10 doz. Ladies finest hand.turned Kid Oxford Ties, original prices $2.00 to $3.00,
cut to $1.50 to $2.00.
We will receive onr third large shipment of our $1.00 Kid Oxford next week.
Try one pair of them. We warrant them and repair free every pair that don't give
satisfaction
Ladies Kid Toe Slippers worth 75c. for 50c.
Mens Solid- Seamless Shoes worth $1.25 for 99r.
Repairing done neatly and on time. Shoes made to order at lower prices than
can be had at any other shop in town. Henry Veth on the bench.
rrilB781.1‘11[53: 4=0 11. 4E, 30° 1r 0 4F3 lin Plata Fliggl.xrie•ss.
J. H. ANDERSON & CO.,





J. E. !trashy and wife, Abilene, Tex.;
.1 00. Kees, Itainlieitige;
Bryant, Bainbridge.
e
IT is the general impression among
the Democratic Senators that the
United States Senate will strike out
all after the enacting clause of this-
House silver bill pureed by Boss
Reed's gag rule last Saturday and
insert in lieu thereof a sijuare free
coinage bill, and return it to the
Howie.
150ti't fail to register either tot-slay
or to-inorrowes If you do not register
3on lose your vote.
_ _
sit ilitteoCalartli Remedy.
Shiloh's (*anvil Remedy, a marve-
lous cure for Catarrh, Diplithera,
Canker Mouth, and Head-Ache.
With each bottle there is an ingen-
ious Nasal Injector for the moist sue-
cesaful treatment of these compiainfs
without extra charge. Price 60 cents.
Sold by WYLY & Buzz( irrr
you need anything in tl e grocery
line. or When ill toWII, anti you want
a good cold glass of Beer or Mint •
Julip, call on Nolen de Pool. They
keep the best.
--
Mrs. M. E. Nolan has opened up a
boarding house at the Abernathy
place, N Intl( street, near depot.
Boarders taken l.) the day. week or
mouth.





IA GRAND DAY Al THE PARK! tra1 Ferlilisir Dory
SATURDAY,
eTITN.E
Grand Barbecue, Races and Shoot-
ing Match.
lin Felonies*, June IS. I will invite tile pub-
lic to the 1 to log Park insulate toapsad a day
of sups-r° measure. At 10 O'Clalat.4 a 61100, BA 1
1.11•014111g Motels will take plac&followed by a
tiratel and Sumptuous Bierbeete. At 2
"'imam. sharp, the trotting taken will b gin
oclt ,Irt11 the hi g welt k own favolites:
Fl ItsT RACE -Free tir all. 1or gentle-
men's nevi Mallets only Purse 121.1.01: to en
ter and 3 to start. Horse+ that hate beeo
liandoni and traine hy profs-a-1 mai drivers
will not be allowed to siert.
sF1't RA(' -2:40 I lam. Entries;
Harry Philip.' spotted veldt: g, Ewing; A. It.
A ul hies t,. g. lebard ; Dr. 14.8. Wood's h g.
Henry.
Tit 1 RD RACE -The free for all. Entries:
Harry Phillips.' I. m , Nora I'. II. Me-
Nauey's i' i, Mollie Mack.
A day of a pouf oe pleasure IS promilIefl to 1111
who attend
Ladies Incited free, and the best order main-
tained.
I' II. MN A NEV. lessee.
0. V. RAILWAY.
In effect November 25, ISM.
TRAiNS GolNu soi•TII.
No.!. No.4.
HUNTER WOOD.3:10 p m
WOOD
12:02 p 6:50 p no
 12:16 p in 7:113 p
I (1°5 Pp Min 711:.
pns
2 041: pus I
Ar Corydon 10:5i us mu
Ar Morganneld 11:22 it in
Arr s!tet n
Ar 
P. S, Goods '-eent on tic- r rnicoenton
proval with priirilege of open-
ing.
Oilr `loud" Itikeys
is superior to all sulky spring-tooth
rakes made. It dors not gather dust,
dirt, matiti-e and other rubbish as
spring-nee!' rakes do. Bunches 300
Is, 1,000 pounds in a place, and in
much better shape to be cocked or
pitched on a vvagen, as preferred. A
great improvenient for gathering
Clover for Seed, e lax and other
grain, as well an gathering aud haul-
ing bay to Barracks or sheds in the
5-19d2tw4t. J. It. GREEN & Co.
Anderson's
Prophylactic will prevent
and Gapes among your MAD; 
Eve fide by E. G. thinker. Shave 10 cents,
7-4 41 0Mr. MEW -4
IND.
lEg..4!5NAT E11,3r cl.
For any Lady or Miss that we can
not fit.
niESDANKS MOSS & FOSTER,











and other brands of Fertilizer at w1101.1MA an
c lc RS to ”Wheeters" and other tarears. 11
yoor loral dealer or agent cannot supply ycu
write to the Factory for prices. Addling
1-23w4t Boa Sti, Nembvitle, Teas.
110coir (54s
A (Lary Scott Itngine in perfect repair •trid
working order. as good as,, new engine. will
be .old at as bargain. .51e, a separator need-
ing repairs, but will IDs sold io cheap that
anyone need Inv at separator. will miss • bar-
gain im taut seeing it hefore buy Smug a new one.
Wiill be wild separately.
J. P. T110)4As,
Near ELMO. KY.
Ckristin Common Pleas Curt.
John P I iu,nett, .ttim'r, of I. line-)
Lett, 1Dec'd Notice to
Htelite P. Harnett, &c, !Defendant&
•s. Creditors.
In Lairstiance of an order enters-fl hereto at
the tire-eel Ma,. II410 term cf the above tat 04
cal WIC, 1 hereby notify the vre.1 tors of I. finr•
nett, deceased. to file watts me any ennui or
chows they may hold 'gated said estate, et my
°thee in Hops novill.. Ky., proiwrly proses, o•
or before .1une ilk, isIS.
J.5M Els D. HAYS,
Special Commlati1001“.
msaies 001X0
1.v Princeton  0:411) a ni g pm
Ar Marlon 7:01 • in $4:50 p1)5
Ar Sturgla  7:41 • III 4:45 p isa
Ar I DeKoven 11:513 a in 4:M p nt
ar Morgan..eld . . s:Su a m 5:30 p tit
Ar t orv,ion  45:46,. in 5:40 p ma
Ar entlentott ...... 10:20a in 6:21 p ma
Ar Evansville. . . 11:26 a tit 7:0h pm
Train% Itattt'l* Morgitafield for l'nliattown at
11:40 a mia and 4:314 p nt.
Trains leave l'niontown for Morganneld at
5:465 mis and 5:45 pm.
rff•Trains I, 2, X and 4 daily except Sun-
day. Trainor> and ti Sunday only.
Tra'n leaN log Chicago at 11:15 p m arrives




OFFICE IN HOPPER BLOCK, UP EITAl•
Will onetime in the retina of Christi. •
and adjoining counties. saw
For Magistrate.
We are authorized 10 announce
HENRY MoRRIS
as a candidate for atrial rate In the Hot sins-
le Magisterial District. Electio it August
4th, 1400.
Oen lu l'nlon Depot with Ohio Valley train  
NO. 1 it tills til arriving itt, Henderson 10:24.),
an'. Princeton 2:14 p Paducah 3:810 la in. I Christian Corn...„,,at kl.mphiag:110p III as lase alight.
Train No Yomit'. O. & S. W., leaving Mem-
phis at 6:45 a m arriving at Paducah at 12:4.5
p us. Prim PIAtIleen p In. malting direct con-
nection with Ohio alley train No. 4, arriv-
ing st entiereon at 6:21 pa. where direct con-
nection Is made in union depot with E. & T.
H train at 70, p 01, for I ncennes, Terre
Haute. I mitatinpolfa, Cincinnati, St Louis,
and t hicago. liv this arrangement the tram 
cling public are affordrt. the quickest and
Moat direct route to 01.04P named c Us-s.
W. W. HIOnallAlk, A. E. Ng Iltallitn,
Gement). G. P.* T. A.
Cc u t.
Plea
David A. Croft. adis.'i !Jim. H. Wee,
vs
Win. W. West, &c.
.r.ifee to crtt
1e iltartu•nes of an oreZer oftlered
i• e.. iii ',Tin of Otis enase,I
the er. &tors of James H. Wer
eon.. toi ward a, d file Wilts toe
aigulto -a • III,' est•te proper y pi







fdam Obis. Hem • •
sestait a In (wo-
es. a boos. Mee
waist 'nem" ...am • sins rev
• mirk I Epee Wee..
nen 6 eamaiwatis PM=
• n erten mike 100 thy-.
W. N. teaMIUMIS
hal 11.110.• 111.141114414,*vac sate.
...yams nowt* a. year Mem
lamely Imo. mote. woe. It te
ow ~SW& W. A at-". Emeer, Me, mime:
angrier Se peer alkanlaat
WOW Interet 1 Alit_ jay
areal loallaMmeMOMbas P••
• • rims I•Zo wort
mmeggeg :sera
::.rik.T"IeeLea• #"1[4:
Mkt et otanietp40;nme. welt
IPS Start lids Imettei
Ihrt• le es eetliAlain eitiat ibr yeeredr We
sime yea M yea &al Iblay
sew wia be
eltyeallasear pat of dr esema:
ep geld bee. _fir ems-
same • tab. 11115, te•tro bo mid 'to tit.
W 110C44.1,Lo..fm to* V•ir.-t•Itorma it.
.012• 7.==ima sow lau•at. Airellt•
SWIM me ennewar Wmalo Any tom am
ememlegst liethanif ea Maht-tlille ear noohoWto, ewe" or. r••••.• lu 551-
a..41.111.1%18 
ef omioam rsirlt rapolby hear
sow aiMilk•Way worker. •grar• ar.
MWth as mem. Teo. neat,
see serve. free,
wtheler.misl arm. no. ete
mei Pegellkala Aria yom w eg
roman& le peastmilliea =Ivy ao harm M thom.
• C• ate{ VI). 411014410.41.. BAUM
‘AYBEIBIALE INSTITU ftLEXINGTON. KY
IntleCt bmould01611.41 dhy L/C tr, :
swerpM11111611 ta Fur twenty I .
i/a. 'VP the present Principal. h II..
44mary,.114Codenite and csoltrviate I t••••••, ••
Subic, Modern Languages. and `
.y Course 11Peedieell apeelesa et fileathas awe
,'"Iirtientillailene. Large ground. and ha.. ,ttetiya. wag
apparatus kw class instruct Numb..
! htmrdere Walled 10 bitty -st F., ralalOglit
• ..T Is 12.
F1111--PLE11.
oLLGRE
Sas ant 1111111estsal Clarelikeaitteet.,
Mao Nem% Dumb Ague,
Bump Fever and an Die:eases originating
from &Torpid Liver as Malaria.
Peefectiv harmless, contains no • rsenle
• ftwilikillIP aad can be given to the llama
deihmila perms. with perfect safety.
As a Tonic for Tired ireig, Loss of Are
Cedietellleadeebe. Nervous Depontion
originating from Malaria, it 'mods
alsmassid without a atraBel.
RICM. .1.00 /Per not
Sad 5, rfrelf.LIks florrodiy.
J. C. MENDENHALL & CO.,
SOLI ThOPSIZZUWI, •
.1" IlL L Zed., el. a.
For sale by ?I a it B. LI tr
▪ t_WIES' FAVORITE.
OUT OP ORDER.
yeu desire to purchase amyl:1g machine,
aMc oar agent at your place for terms and
=if yen 
cannot and our sweet, w rtte
towered addree40 you beam( names].
It1,112t DS MOINE atiblifl,gASS.
- 23 UNION SQUAREN.t- 10_41..MtS.
• sr LOUIS WO.  SAI1FLOUICI 
imalsoAVIA TA GA. _ z-cm-
A (I Kin f S WANTED
Address H. A. LOZIER &CO.,
340 Superior st.. Cleveland
ti15 00 to $250.VV be inilde ork-n
n A MONT H car,
guvor us. Agents preferred who can fur-
&ph a horse sad give their whole time to the
beignsin. Spare momenta may be profitably
=Hee. S. JOHNSON a CO., WOO Maioyed &leo. A few vacancies in tow
ns
▪ Rielamond, Va.
N. B.-Please Mato age and business expo-
Ilene& Never mind about sending stamp for
B. F. J. & Lo. dew
We wish a few
men to sell our
goods bysam le
to the w
tra e. e are the largess
mataafaatarers ha ()airline. Enciteye two-
tioa. Noto" "I
lliatettir.Ande v", WAGES




ON\ CARVZ0/4 Y‘INI\ S
FAVIDRITIL
le and perfectly Sae. The
thomends worwit ell over tha
Ube Old Doctor's private mail
Mid not a stogie I od result.
TO LADLES.
If not as represented. Send 6
fee mead paroceiara. sad receipt
wawa knows to full reinfLuir 1,1 IssIL
DR. W AM* & 00
=North allseuatala. L;;Ms. No.
12
ncur ran NANCY!
L. C. Lowlea's LaWel Impea eh. hat V•fld
LOW. WWI.* 411 r S. li,ery •rmer
/Nil Wow Itelhher at levees mott. A dm. ..1.4





JOHN It & D. S. GREEN,
454 West Main Street.
ONIffme molds: e hOUISVIILE, KY.
JNO. A. GUNN,
PIRSICIAN AND SURGEON,
OFFICE OVER CITY BANK,
CORNER MAIN AND 7TH STS.
Large Sample ROOM*.
Hess System of Call Bells.
Rates. S2 Per Day.
SHERWOOD HOUSE
'Under New Management.
'f . C. BRIDWELL, Propriety,
• EVANSWLLE, - IND.
3Ea.425WEA•rCle
For any Lady or Miss that we can
not tit.







READ WHAT HOME PEOPLE MAY:
"We, the undersigried say to the public
Mutt we have used the "Eagle Hog Cholera
slare." and have eured our hogs with lt, and
do cheerfully recommend it to all parties te
be a reliable cure a immensity. (or cholera in
R. W. Morrimm, liweeshoeo, Ky.
C. H. Prost,
J. W. M. Field, 4.
Geo. linattlx, Livermore, Ky.
Jae. II Menton. Yelvington, Ky.
T. Pawson, Mason vitt... Ky.
L. Suileager, Hartford, Ky.
. C. McKinley. Fails of Rough, Ky.
a H. Field, Pleaaant Ridge, Ky
. Wood, Red Hill, Ky,
Taylor, Maisedonia, Ey.
Barns, Oakford. Ky.
arson this space for new en-
rand boxes. sollzient fel ten
Ma,










all l'orsons from the Blood,
whether of Jerofaslous or
malarial origin, this prep.
aralion has no (gaol. . .
"For erghteeet seeveeks had ass
eatme sort re wry loosest. I was
tr. aka' I', hest lova! lIkysi‘lans,
hut ahlassee.f so relief; m. sore
(nasally grew worse. filves'ly
took S. S. S., and was entirely




M REATISE on Ith.od and Skin
A Demme% maled tree.
THZ SWIFT SPBCIFIC Co..
Atlanta. Ga.
c.
same Sell siirelle=by • lastog.
Wit% Millielway, mes. Ilyeaser b
eet et sem& ISM
DETECTIVES
Wrest M 4441.7 Co.... Shrewd ws• be lot ahem IMMTWIWIM





Gond pay to the rlpht kind of
men to represent us. Write
for terins
NG EXPERIENCE NEF.DED.
S. McOM BER & Nor-SA' ESMENsery men. Rochester, N Y. le
..........
14A1.3 13:41-GAIVI
Cleso,v zrei boa .•...c. t I ais
Prometel a lazuli., t erewth.•
Never iz Is f3 R3stere Gray
Hair Xs irthf el Color.




! R 0 OT
• ..ore
TIOS PICICACE S '
6
The mg* APPIRTTZTWO and VV
UDI )'''r`lf A
TELIPS`24.11DS DRIPS in the wor;t)
Delirious and Sparkling 
THY IT
Ark your Druggist or Grocer for It
C. E. H I R ES, PHILADEL
PHIA.
and Wbiakey Habits
cured at home with-
out pain. Book of par-
ticulars sent smut.
B. M.WOOLLEY,M.D.












Stifferirg from the effeEts of yentlieu I errors. early
decay. raving woaknee .„ lost meoltood. etc.. I win
tend a valuable treatise I sealed, containiag
 full
particulars for home cum FRIEf. of charge. A
eplandid modest: work ; should read by 
every
man who is EIOTYOUN smd debilitated. Address
.
Pink. C.. FOWLER, Coan.
FOR MEN ONLY!
w LOST or FAILING MANHOOD.
and XEILVOIIII DEBILITY.
Weakness of Body and/111nd, Effeett
t Errors or Seesaws la Older Young.
Badloso. LAM 11A {1100D 1119. Iteatemod. How In colorer aad
breekrboa Waal. t URI PLOP1.11  I' 4111101 ken.
Alarelater• safallho 110114 T Rah TTTTT la a lay.
Boa ...WI, rm. 50 Stara marl 1.reigh footatel.a. a rim them.
therreMptlea Book. et plato•thot mod pried. Waled -heabh. rah




TOThlittSO AIM. 144 last liTiOT111 III. 1, 110110.







sad Elueptrueory aro r, ar.atealitc






saes K ig my Dia- NW*.
don. Lemmata --$1.1,idt 41:,. ‘'ks''.,te . Weatteff of th
Body, Triessens '1' L" C. • cane. ti by /*gm
'is a Trembling Sexual Exhaan
'ration I n Y r ,u th or Marrt.4( 1.4 s. all Diseases portals
i. o to the Womb or genii I organs
Th.S if the LA f•••IIT icalG MIA ITST I MTM/MIWIMIA SOW
wads and is cope. tor to &liaise,. I Tory buyer of es
Lertrie Ilsit wants thn latest -this be will 6.4 th.
(Sten B It. It di ffer.from all other., sa nu. ail-neat
ULT. • , A n-t a ch. n. vol 'sic or etre belt. It win MEI
III invrgba•• earen• to soacsay. The electric current
mn to I Drew hi snyoue Wu:. it i• at r I d to the
bell• and it worn oats sit to ten Weirs daily If Toe
writ , admit., this be t you will imy n 'other. To -how
-be Linter. Oostriertmr wit , eve ie oar Elect re•Gal-
tank Bolts •n l A osh. ocasi me sill gond sow Ilh. 4 IBA
•tampame th Oemommlirlo Forth. ma woo %aye Trish mad
C. esetors f ,r ear i s. r i,,..trowl e siohlet.
try a P.M 411r. Ow ea'• PITS1C1I'ISSOLIS, phew 41 pot Pair.
r'd C"r& El.:EilTr.i.; L -IT Ait0 &PRANCE CO.
K-,,, attia. now 4 tlacotanahoco Jam 1411. IIIPT .1
- -- • -.. eT. LOUIS. ISO.
Rix RICE,
For :5 7ears 3y Court Place, nom at
32231arket Street 
v
Bet Third abd k'eurth, bOalnilic,iky
amolmety wheat.' sat loot! essleiel ; tr mo tmti
nteiseeeemb.i. ee ha pact.. hair
1)R V
1a:gliaS tAla it31 .
Speriantorrken and Impotency,
aa tte rt mit' abort In 4.,11,11 (*ma./ ly
tq't, or -Ake ••••••0.. aE,1 mower! foi-
1o.t•a elmt• Sormaturama. henautal hat ewe
Moo• 0y dmaraoh Lhasa. of bight, leekethe llemory Pby•
Anal U-car. rtnyho on Pars, • ten... Norlets: of Female.,
1..huhroort of We., Lam of Seem; Tomo, he.. ng
naormage improper m uottappy., tIonombl,. aad teems.
▪ ecI cone. Syp  Ty gg pomut corm yea ea.
•.+.1k+s+a- Foie- sae stnerrhsa,
GLEL-r, StrIstura, tusitua. R40. 00 kW...I.
• .034 u0ser prirew evetii cund.
It h sert,t Meat that a rh *an
to a -chin Maul of dimmer. ••••1 trfailaf 4•04.4•014 ann..
a: f quires grom skill. lb rractan% Itto • toc t
nohomecr4 perm.. to my wee. 11 hat le lb I
L• -I II.. city for moalameut. medleisa coo be mat
eol raftly ha mail to ammo asymbon.
Cures filtuaranteed in all Cases
undertaken..r.nnallr or be Lahr hoe mad ',Took
Chu v..• aud corenapoodems alowtly
•
PILIVATE COUNSELOR
Of IW) fame., meet I• aaa• alldrom. mount) sealed. thwty
t. Shooed bo Feed by all. •ddrem as et...
0111mo home fmm 9 A. IL leer. E. Beam" 2 to ti
EFORE BUy
,pt CI N E
BOILER
O1140 FOR OUR CATALO E•es PRICES
ATLAS ENGINE WORKS,
INDIANAPOLIS. I N D.
TO MACKINAC
SUMMER TOURS.
PALACE STEAMERS. Low RATES.
Pour Trip. per Week Setvre•n
DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
Petoskey, Smolt Pro. Item .sd
Karon Way Ports.
Every Wart Day Bertmshen
DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
IlpniO Sunday TO,. dorIng-100‘.10II, A mfmt ltad Sma.
Double Daily Line Ineween
CHICAGO AND St. JOSEPH, MICH.
OUR ILLUSTRATCO PaMPH
Lrve
aatei and SIGINIVIC,11Tieheie WIII rte-neea
by your Tisk., Agent, or *egret).
E. B. WHITCOMB. G. P A.. Or•itc.- 
..
%Kroft -Ina C' .y• an '•en
For Constable.
We are autorized to announce
W. WEST
is a candidate for the office of Constable of
the HopkInsville Magisterial district. Elec-
tion ist Monday in August IMO.
Notice to Creditors.
As administrator of W. L. Mose, deceased,
I desire to settle hle estate a. speedily se pos-
sible, and all persons holding claims against
the maid decedent's estate are hereby mottled
to die them with me properly Verified In ae-
cordoned with law, within the next thirty
days or they will be forever barred, and ail
per WM/ indebted to said estate are likewise
notified to come forward and settle and there-
by save coin. J0kINA9BIL_Adirn'r.te.
....awheogame-
Where the Appte Ell Iii6011011 Blow.
Meet me a here the apple blossoms blow ;1 I
Softly now the fragrant boughs are swinging
Or et me when the noon beeine to g ow,
A,,nirt agthe pines the whippoorwilla are
With loyal heart's a-tient,
'M. haste with tlyiag fert
And shame the is'uggisli ho that wing t :it
slow The day age lung ail I ere try,
My Iteett Is wo n n• sl weary .
I Mont the laggard tit :1:1.tetits s 1 1101 hi.,
I.ot ti.
Meet me where ihe Nipple hi 140411:11. II OW.
Meet tile where t e apple tilos 511115 It 40W;
LII Mout ng pet ils flak • your treset.,
Br sibling us a h 'if leo
Clowaing our betroth's. with isr. I .
Fair th lit p r deep
The -tars :1.e ...AV p.
rs orowsy I ormurintost now,
I it or it. % 401 e fri,r3 I 1
'A.M. 00 h.o 14011I•1Ime is il e I .."
Ali! let us e ich the fragraies err It go.
Love.
00,
Meet me wile. e the apple tilos: s blow!
SAMUEL til1ITON PICK.
DO FISHES FEEL PAIN.
• Fisherman Believes That They Are N
ot
Sensible to Pain.
A writer in Forest end etreau I says: f
have read wetly articles en the subject
of whether fish, when caught on the
hook, feel any pain or whether their
struggler; were merely the resnit of find-
ing themselves feet. I fish a great deal
in the summer months fer trout, bass
and pickeeel and have elcsse se for years.
I have studied the matter very carefully
and Lave made up my mind from vari-
ous incidents that have come under my
observation that fish are not sensitive to
pain as are warm blooded animals. I
will cite two instances that show to me
plainly that I must be right in my con-
clusions on this subject.
Last October, while fishing for pickerel
on Lake Cary, Wyoming county, Pa., in
company with a companion, among other
fish that we caught was a pickerel that
would weigh nearly, if not quite, three
pounds. My friend pulled it np, and as
it came on to tile top I saw about twelve
feet of a very coarse brown line hanging
toet. Upon inspecting it more closely I
found that the fish had in its side a very
strong and coarse hook, to which the
piece of line was attached. The wound
must have been made a very short time
previons to our catching tke fish, for
was bleeding quite freely and looked
very fresh, and if the fieh could feel pain
it would certainly have deterred it from
taking onr hook so soen after such an in-
jury. There was only one other party
fi.shing on the lake that day. as it WE8
cold and windy, and that pickerel must
have received his injury from them and
have come neairly across the lake to US,
dragging that pieee of heavy line with
him.
The other instance occurred in this
way: I wa fishing with a "saipping tan"
-most of your neuters know what this is:
. piece of pork rind or a pickerel belly-
tie I had with me a friend who. though
he (anti haudle a brigade under's_ heavy
fire, was not up to the s '- catching
tish the. . ....s having fairly good
sport, but he got impatient, and finally,
when he had a good striae, he jerked so
hard as to break his line, and away went
the fish. anol he at once propoeed to go
home, but I told him in joke if he would
wait five or ten minutes I would catch
that fish ann get back his hook. So we
sat down ana had a ehort smoke. !soon
commenced too cast my hook near where
he lost his fish. I had a strike, and to
onr mutual surerise out' came the gen-
eral's fish, with his hook well fastened in
its month. Now. I (Venn think the fish
would have taken the bait so soon again
had it been in any pain from the hook.
History and Mystery of the Comb.
It would be curious to know what
mystic meaning our forefathers attached
to the simple act of combing the hair.
We learn from old church history that
the hair of the priest or bishop was
combed several timee during services by
one of the inferior clergy. The comb is
mentioned &sone of the ementiols for use
daring a high mase when sung by a
bishop; noise combos of precious metals
are reckoned among the costly posses-
sions of most European cathedrals. Be-
sides thoee made of gold and elver, the
pooseer churches have them of ivory,
whiTeln snare the thrlre common kinds
are used.
Among those especially known to his-
tory are those of St. Neot, St. Dunstan
and Malachiaa. That belonging to St.
Thomas, the martyr of Canterbury, is
still kept in the church of St. Sepulcher,
Thetfonl: that of St. Cuthbert. "the wo-
man hater," at Durham cathedral. From
eundry references in uld legend.s to the
use of the comb in divinations, and from
as appearance in combinotion with pagan
emblems on rudely sculptured stones in
various parts of Scothuid, it seems prob-
able that this wae one of the objects of
pagan veneration which early Cloristian
teachers deemed prudent to adopt, in-
vesting it with some new significance.-
St. Louis Republic.
The Value of Elneerity.
Though a mail must be sincere in or-
der to be great, be need not be great in
order to be sincere. h'hatever may be
the size of our brain, the strength of our
powers, the talents of any kind with
which we are gifted, eincerity of heart.
or of belief, or of life, is pomible to um
all. It is of itself a kind of greatneas
which, in spite (of many other draw-
backs, will make itmlf felt. The hon-
est. upright man, who lives openly, fear-
lessly and truly. profeming only what he
feels, upholding onky what he believes
in, pretending nothing, dinguising noth-
iug, deceiving no one, claims uncon-
sciously a respect and honor that we can-
not give to any degree of power or abil-
ity wielded with duplicity or canning.
If we could correctly divide the world
into the sincere and the insincere, we
should have a much truer estimate of
real worth than we generally obtain.-
New York Ledger.
He Is In Doubt.
"I don't know." said Willie Wishine-
ton, •'whethah populah with tile
young lady on whom I called lawst
!nicht oh nut."
••Why?" inquired tbe friend to whom
he was speaking.
"I had been there an ouah, when she
said: 'Well, Mr. Wishington, we have
had a delightful evening, haven't we?'"
"That wee encouraging."
"Ya-a-s, bat it happened that I Ilan
the toothache, yon know, and hadn't said
fonah wohtla the whole evening, don't
yon know."-Washington Post.
Alexander Swift, of Cincinnati, who
married a sister of Alice and Phusbe
Cary, owns the old Cary nometedul. and
is anxious to make it a memorial of the
Extinguished sisters. It is one of the
places that might have been bought for
a hong years ago, but tae sweet singers
aid not get it in that melodic way.
There is a man iu southern Illinois
who laughs at the idea that marriage is
t failure. He has juet married his sixth
wife. Each successive spouse bronght
eim a farm, and he is now one of the
largest land owners in that part of the
onntry.
Electric Hitt .r*.
This remedy is becoming so well
known and so popular as to need no
special mention. All who have used
Electric Bitters sing the same song
of praise.-A purer medicine does
not exist and is guaranteed to do all
that is claimed. Electric Bitters will
.stire all diseases of the Liver and
Kidneys, will remove pimples, boils,
Salt Rheum and other affections
caused by impure blood.-Will drive
Malaria from the system and prevent
as well cure all Malarial fevers.-For
cure of Headache, Constipation and
Indigestion try Electric Batelle-En-
tire satisfaction guaranteed, or mon-
ey refunded.-Prtee 50 cents and $1.00
per bottle at H. B. Garner@ Pharma-
cy.
William G. Beach has been engag-
ed by Manager R. Ie Stockwell for
his Alcazar stock company in 'Fris-
co. He will be the leading man.
le Censunipties Inestimable.
Read the following: Mr. C. H.
Morris, Newark, Ark., says: "Was
down with Abscess of Lungs, and
friends and physicans pronounced
me an Incurable Consumptive. Be-
gan taking Dr. King's New Discov-
ery for Consumption, am now on my
third bottle, and able to oversee the
work on my farm. It is the finest
medicine ever made."
Jessie Middlewart, Decatur, Ohio,
says: "Had it not been for Dr.
King's New Discovery for Consump-
tion I would have died of Lung
Trouble*. Was given up by doctors.




And now Judge Charles E. Fenner, of
the supreme court of LoUisiana, con-
tributes his solution of the negro problem
to Belford's Magazine. It is 'ample. In
brief it is that the negro Isbell give up al-
together his right to vote, voluniarily,
since by t' e constitution he cannot law.
o do it, and throw him-fully be
' self on th tection of the chivahy anti
• magnanimit of the southern white man,
and let hin do all his governing for him.
Then the southern white nein will pro-,
teat the memo and regard bis highast in-
: terest tee a oesertel trust. Judge Felmene
pletfonn is this:
Thor." et a ',Littoral nor' which CI wh LW'S and
blacks of t .ith can inset and I've orottber in
paacti awl friendship At I am an Onest man. I
beli.•ve tlitiro is thlt 000 Ilare it is:
-0overn•:, ea for the whine-prow...um; far the
Lot th • ti -gr • step t•-•idily an I franitly on to CI is
platform I.)t tem LI W rir,:lit. hat the
fact, of suffrage La. him way to tile whites of
the south, "You say you are our fri.mdit: we
welt to I/03 yOUOL 1-0:1 my you demand the
to govern this country: we cannot deny your
pki.rer to do ao You rty our voting menaces
you supra-inacy and itialiat you our eltentieS; we
will stop voting. Take the government All we
ask in return is that our rights shill he protected
by equal laws, asiministerol by just pebres, and
supported and esif.sreed hy the reststiesit power of
public. opinion."
If the negro will not consent to this,
then the present evils will continue, and
conflicts without end, for the white man
will not submit to negro rule. In such
conflicte. "woe, woe to the weaker." If
the negro is not satisfied with this plat-
form. if he wants some say about the
laws that govern him, theu let him go to
Africa. says this remarkably outspoken
paper. There he will find all outdoors
waiting for him.
If the negro seeks a higher acl • nobler destiny,
Proaidence points it out to him with unarring fin-
ger An undeveloped continent, the birthplace of
his rate, lies betitre poopled by millions 
of
hi. brethren. who eXU12 in the tia•ntt Mate a igno-
rance and barbarism from tshicii slavery extricat•
ed him. If he bicapable of standing alone, of main.
gaining and of 'treadles Caa civilization which
he haa acquired. taste is Ili. true field, to which
he is called try every ono imam of duty to his race
and toils birthplace. - .1 talk not of deportatioa,
or of any midden or rikihti exodue stintulated by
artitleial aid or exit. •rtat Ion ; but of a natural. grad-
ual, voluntary rueveinent, under the Influence ce
high metive aud of wise minsideration. which will
accomplish gradually. safely and without




It is likely that everyboly. even the
ost rigid Protestant or the most self
containeJ person, has felt at times the
need of a confessor, of some one whc
will give a sympathetic ear to the
troubles that have become too great to be
.borne alone, and not only lend a sympa-
thetic ear. but give wee anti friendly
counsel when the brain is too beset to
think clearly for itself. Religious confes-
sors will a dm for the tings that
bother paple most are not religious mat-
ters resnelly. They are genendly things
pertaining to love, health or money.
To fill thia long felt want; Mr. W. T.
Stead, of the English Review of Re-
views. proposes to establish a confeesional
in his immazine. The idea 01 worthy the
man that prepared the great Pall nail
Gazette sensation. Mr. Stead says 'at
once of this new departnre- and depart-
ment:
ere there any among the rmslers of this review
who feel the craving for couneel. for sympathy.
and 11. tr tbe consoLitioa of pouring out their sou
ls'
grief! If so, may I ask then) bi onnimiummte
with me! The names of my correspondents
if they so desire it. remain only known to ties Dal
their CAMOIla •• they rut  1 theist, will be plac
e.;
before such competent MitIViDlof as I n able 
tc
gather around me trout among the lest men and
women iI3 the Engli.ts speaking world
There is no old town of Tipperary
any more. The landlord who owned
nearly all of it was aMr. Smith Barry,
who bkaine obnoxious to his tenants.
In revenge the shopkeepere of the town
conibined aud purchased a tract of land
outside of old Tipperary. An Irish:nen
who Mel been in westera Americe antl
imbibed ideas of the rapidity with whicli
a city can be built put himself at the
head of the dissatiefied and laid ont a
town site for them in lees than no time.
First the merchants transacted business
in booths and tents, then as bu.sintas
prospered they built substantial houses
The whole town is now remoted. and
the linnet-MR.3 owned by Mr. Smith
re- are falling into decay, and lie is losing
$15,000 a year in rents, all the result of
the presence of a man with American
ideas. --- - 
The most touching and picturesque
tribute of all those paid to Queen Vic-
toria on her birthday was that rendered
by an American, the brave old poet.
Walt Whitman, slowly dying of paraly-
sis in Philadelphia. Because more than
a quarter century ago her firm attitude
alone preventetnevar with England over
the Trent affair, and the coneequent dis-
ruption of the American union at that
critical time, Walt Wiiitruan now sends
her-eSmelling of countless blessings,
prayers and old time thanks. A bunch
of white and pink arbutus. eilent, spicy,
shy, from Hudson's, Delaware's or Poto-
mac's woody banks."
One point made by Judge Fenner
his paper on the negro question is that
the Republicans care for the negro vote
in the taunt only for.the purpotie of gain
ing additional Republican congressmeu.
Suppose a federal election law shonlol
cure this. what then would the ueg-ro
have gained locally? It is the state gov-
ernment that deals out to him weal ot
woe, says the judge.
It seems that we have a monument to
Columbus in this country, after all. It
not in the United States. though,
where, by all the laws of common grati-
tude and common sense, it ought to be.
It is in the City of Mexioo. A French
sculptor made it, and a Mexican gen-
tleman preeented it to the republic of
Mexico.
CATARRH.
Catarrhal Dearness-Hay Fever. A
New Home Treatment.
Sufferers are not geberally aware that these
diseases-are eontagnius, or that they are due
to the presence of living panotitre in the I i ti-
Ine membrane of the close and rustachlan
Slicroscoplc research. however, has
proved this to be a fact, and the result of thlos
dimes's' ry that • simple reined/ his. been
formulated whereby catarrh, catarrhal deaf-
ness and hay fever are permanently cured in
front one to three simple application, made at
home by the patient once in two wt•eke.
N. -This treatment Is 11.14 anuff or an
ointment ; both have been illeeartled repu-
table phymielans as Injurious. A pitlitiplilet
explaining Ode new treatment Is tient free, on
receipt oi Mame te pay poottag•-, by A. H.
Dixon & Son, 3h7 and :Da West K ng St., To-
motto, Cetisida.--ChrIstian Advocate,
seffer, rs from Catarrhal troubles should
carefully read the above.
• 3- Ito .4-,..41.1y
A Dinner to Carlisle.
WASHINGTON, I). C., June 9-
n ato rs Blackburn and Kenna gave
an elaborate dinner in honor of neu-
ator Carlisle Saturday night at the
residence of Senator Kenna on B.
street, N. E. Among those present
besides the hosts were Senators Car-
lisle, (airman, Barbour, Vance,
Voorhees, Hearst, and Representa-
tive Alderson of West N'irginitt and
ex-Congressman Thompson of Ken-
tucky. Mr. Mills was also invited,
but, because of the absence of Mrs.
Mills in Pennsylvania, he was un-
able to be present. The dinner was a
most enjoyable affair and it is hardly
necessary to say that the eatables and
driukables were up to the season.
Contagious Blood Diseases.
Ulcers, bores. pimples', itch salt rheum
etc, are evidence of contagious blood disease.
It is manifestly duty to eradicate blood dot-
son from the system by a tree B. B. B, (Botan-
ic Blood Beim), thus enabling the sore roams
to beat. and thereby removing all poseibility
of other members of the family becoming
likewiiie afflicted. Send to Blood .11itim Co.,
Atlanta, tia., for book that IN111
J. H. Outiaw, Mt. Olive, N _C.; writes: "I
had running sores op my mhuallers and arms.
One bottle B. B. B. cured rod entirely_
L. Johnotton, Belmont Station, him.,
writes: "B. B. It. has worked on me like •
charm. My head end body WAN covered
with sores, and my hair came out but B. B.
8 Wile. aJi,ediC imnenlgou.iHekultyc.h"lns, Texas, writes: "B.
B. B. has cured my wife of a large ulcer on
her leg that doctors and all other niedcine
comul.d jnoRomt curme.'sn, a prominent merchant of
Greensboro, (la., writes: "I know of several
cases of blood dinease speedily cured by B. B.
B. Tyro bottles cured • lady of ugly 'scrofulous
PkWill.C71;1"re...h 'nor* & Co,Maxey, w rite,:
"D. D. B In uerhas Mr. Robert Wald of
poison aftvied.r.s000p"as One4y! moat woe .
Threehlas la Syria.
On the outskirts of each village is a
level space ground of sufflcient size tO
answer the requirements of the village
which is known by the name of. the ba-
meter. or threshing floor. Etch farmer
and peasant lute his own particuler por-
tion marked on by a row of stonee, and
this portion is religiously hamlet! dowu
from father to son and jealously getankd
from encroachment. Hither the various
!crops are borne on the beets of (sa
nde
or donaeys :a soon they ere reanal
the fields. and they are there Olen up
into separate eacks to be threshed ona
turns.
The threteaing is a long. and tediatm
Paean"- (ea-Inane: sevenil in
mittis.
et-mime:ices eaten tee beeinnimt of June
and onten 13 not completed till the mei
of September or sWee in sots,- Carteit tiol
nee melee( oof some ar Dunne tais
time the thresione haw laments a lively.
bie(y mitt most picturesque scene. Toe
proems is it very primitive tem. being I
identical with thet which was in vogue
in the times or Ohl Testament In.:tory.
Nay. the h egl (Inc re p ream t i ns on I
Egyptian mouuments allow that the
same method wise adopted by the farm- I
ere of Egypt at Inset five thousand years
ago.
A flat board something like the bot-
tom of a sleigh, with small sharp pieces
of basalt firmly let into its under Prides,
Is driven romul and round men the sur-
face a the corn. which is spread out in a
circle of from six to twenty yards in di-
ameter. act (maims' to the opientity to be
threshed. A boy rides oil the boara and
ariveto tne home or often as the case may
be. Meanwhile one or two men stand
iu the middle. and with lima pronged
wooden forks turn the corn over so as to
expose inn portions equally to tee action
of the threehing board.-Blackwoodee
Tin Producing in Malacca.
not take long to witness the ex-
trenuoly temple process by which the ore
exa-acted. After clearing off the
gamma. the eurface awl snheoil are re-
moveol for tale. two or three meters, till
tlee mineral. tin bearing bed is exposed:
this is sometinita several meters tleck.
The minded is carried in baskets, as we
'caveman. up the cocoa tnink ladders'. to
a. wooden flume whicii is wotied by a
nurrent of water. As the mine grows
&veer this labor, with the rudimentary
Indies at the dimpositiou of the Chinese,
is made extremely difficult by the inflow
of water. The wanting of tae tin bear-
ing earth is done by cooliee, who. with a
rake. remove the stones and work np the
matt nal in meal a way as to eliminate
the light Hinds that are mixed with
oxide of tin. till only 25 or 3.1 per cent. of
foreign matter is left.
The nil thus enriched is melted
in little brick furnaces. with the aid of a
bellows on bamboo. which is worked by
a coolie us if it were a syringe. The
white metal as it runs out is cast into the
well known cubic ingots with one gide
flaring over the edgeto, so as to give them
a pair of ears Icy which they can be more
easily hatielled. A grwat dual of metal is
certainly wasttel in this procetto and a
eteand waistline of the refuse would prob-
ably be very remunerative. The Ceintme
and Malays call nits hat metal moung
the which is returned to tile mina to
ripen, because it is not yet old enough to
stay in their primitive machima. It is
only now. niter no one can tell how
many centuries since tin has been knowa
and worked in the peninenle. nett a
rational system of operatine the mines
about to be adopted. -M. Bran de Saint
Pool Lem in Popular Science Monthly.
Abort Chloroforming.
The statement that when a handker-
chief is thrown over a man's head he
immediately gore into a trance is inter-
esting and tunes a curious point. There
are many lawyers who are wont to de-
clare that the eyidence given from able
te time at criminal trials leaves no
doubt that there exims smile drug
which. when epread ripen a eleth and
placed over tae mew and month. inane-
dearly produces e_svousarb oneness. On
the other hand. chemate assert that
the thing is an itnposeibility, and that
no such compound has ever been dis-
covered.
Chioroform and the other recognized
anseethetics require at least three die-
tinct inhalations to produce the has of
sensation. To reconcile this conflict of
testimony seems impoesible, anima, in-
.1, sa . we na opt the seusatt. lull the. n-y.
that tame cauvorra among the criminal
dames is'in possession ef tnele secret
as yet unkatown to science. Probably,
however, this notion is too,fantastic. and
we shonlol rather int-line to the I•nppIJI4i-
don that the immediate loom of con-
al(oneliess is title to something Clidilpal,
able to tuesmeric actiou.-Spectator.
The State of the Future.
••11:tt looks neat.- Was the remark to
the stem: man. "What is it?" "It is the
new gas stove. The day will come when
all the world who can get at it will want
Foto tie its summer cooking by gm, and
maybe its winter cooking as well. This
stove, yon see, ham burners for all the
stove holes and two ovens. It admits air
into the gas at the point of coambustion
and motkes a lmusen flame of each. We
ran all the burners full blast for two
honrs the other day, having the meter
taken before and after, and it cost ex-
actly twelve centa. We can raise a ket-
tle of cold water to boiling in seven min-
utes and all you have to do is touch a
match to the gas and your fire is going.
Haeolanne, tno, isn't it? Lemke like a
stylish fancy range."-Lewieton Journal.
Wrong Place.
Impecunious Acquaintance-Will you
kindly favor me by loaning me $10 to-
day?
Rich Mercluint (pretending not to
recognize applicants---Yon have mis-
taken the do.ior. sir. The loan oce ie
half a block farther up. Three gold
balls over the door. You can't miss iL
-Drake's Magazine.
Riehard Van:, wt., succeeded to Sam-
uel J. Remnant) seat in congrese, seals
all his letters in the old way, with WHIT
nsing a seal ring, which he wears on a
forefinger.
THE BEaT RECOMMEND.
The best recommend is skilled nteehame
ean mee a 'specimen of hiss workmanship
and the most 'satisfactory recernmendation
for a medicine is its good effect. Note $1111ILII'M
TOnle My ruy, made by Dr. John Bull, of
k y. hart been Limed with good effect
1 it irv7;71 gt I it
(i.ndiersr.a n yoit3hno,ieutandetiminnignzcets;k
%het inexpert:tit still. It used for chid. and
fever It roams Me Vertu Inly and einupletely
wider gpietirties thirot. 111 many Is wallt I., it
hail slimed adogetner th • Ip.ace
quinine. It has surer effeet on chills snu
fever then quinine, for It lilts cured many-
eases; where tontine dit: no good whatever,
and then it never posture's the after-effect
quinine frequently him on the tiyetent, teach
as ft stows In the tit TTT ach headache. dizzy
senesitiene.ete When it peremi has one. us-
ed it l•I Om. of quinine they will ever after-.
wards prefer It.
Dead Against Ingalls.
ATcHisoN, Ks., Jene 9.-The
Champion, the late John A. Martin's
paper, has taken a firm stand against
the re-electimi of John J. Iugalls to
the United Slates Senate. It stated
editorially that Mr. Ingalls had hey-
ea in all his le years of service in the
Senate, done a solitary thing in the
way of legislation, never segured the
passage of a single measure, never PO
much am gave assistanee-in good faith
to obtain the enactment of any bill
for the benefit of Kansan City, Kate,
but on the contrary bad simply used
his position to advance his personal
interests. It said it did not owe Mr.
Ingalloi any support any eniplistical-
ly refused to be led by the nose by a
gentleman to whom it did not see fit
to accord the right of master. The
Champion ham not yet stated who its
favorite candidate is.
Crying all the time. Poor I snow
whet 'mikes you so peevish and cross. Mother
mita get yon a We of t tome sweet little can-
dle% called Dr. Bull's Worm Destreysrs.
John Sheehan, late of Sheehan &
Coyne, is now Irish comedian with
Pete Baker.
Edward Soluene Powell closed his
season with "Bluebeard, Jr." May
15th.
Edwin Bonth recently sent his
check for a thousand dollare to the
Mt. Vincent Hompital fund.
Lawrence Hanky has been engag-
ed as leading support to Margaret
Mather for next season.
Maw and Erlangea have purchae-
ed from lien 'real all: his interests in
"The Great Metropolis."
Mr. Charles Jefferson chrlinened
sack's Opera House, ( TODIDAll,
.. • atas....4
A SWELL CY CHANCE.
Nine l'It talotrir --itet-tt-11-et:e Work ri Novel
Scheme to Drees wen.
A very popular Member of the depart-
ment of public safety ie noted for the
greet variety of i:is anInale especially
in the matter of Lets mid baskties. and
it Irts been u sonrce of wonder to his
hoss- leo managed to follow so enc.
eraseeny tOe lines laiol deem by Berry
Weil. more to-ova:11y too lee selary, while-
gots!. n.it ex:am-agent. and he is
Lerown to have a horror of miming bills.
areacially tailors* bins. •
On Monolay evenina he dropped into
Central station. with a merticelarly lnrid
inte-ame that put to PlIttIllt• the electric
laza :. merle the elittering braes rail-
ing i:o eat ef the meet sitar: (lase 'mother
by comparison. finesses asked where he
gse the o:lojet. Imamate primary colors,
sea in a lurst oof continence told the fol-
lowing ottory:
-Yon see. it's not altogether my fault
I'm waiting this necktie. I em of a re-
tiring di.es item. and i t makes me ner-
vous when I pats a young lady on the
street to have her look at tlns necktie
and then stop and listen for thunder.
But this is the way it is: There are nine
of us boys, and we all live at home.
There is little difference in ()lir size, anoi
the mum hat, collar or shirt will fit each
and every one of na Now see how it
work&
"The firmt one up in the morning hag
the choice of nine outfits. From what
ie comparatively an infinite variety of
clothing he can select that which suits
him beet-anol he generally does it. It
is a warm. simithiey olay. and he glances
through the clothing clearing house and
picks out a light suit, patent leather
shoes. a straw hat and a fancy necktie,
probably leaving in their place heavy
winter wear, all splashed with mud.
"The next to arise will take his choice
of the remaiader of the clothing, and so
on down the list. until the ninth and last
gets up. He has no choice. He simply
takes what is left. If he leis exception-
ally good back he may find a eomplete
suit, but it is exceptional. The proba-
bilities are that each garment represents
a olifferent suit of widely separated eras
of construction, all ileac er less in need
of repair. We are philoeophical, and
the late one to arise usually takes an in-
ventory and then goes into dry dock for
repairs. or, in other words, goes back to
bat while buttons are sewn on awl rents
are closed.
-After telling you all this it is hardly
ndeasary for me to say that I was the
last one of the family to get up this
morning. The result is I am wearing
baseball shoes, black dress pants. a white
vest, lawn tennis shirt, pea jacket and a
straw hat. The necktie is all right. I
would have overslept myself this morn-
ing. lint it wait so loud it woke me np."
-Pittsburg Dispatch.
__The Pre-Frontal Region of the Bruhn.
Motleni physiologist. regard the pre.
frontal part (of the brain as the seat of
characte: and intellect. After the re-
moval of this part in doge and monkeys,
nu paralyses of any mum-les or lose of
sensibility occurs, but eingnlar changee
in the behavior, emotions ani character
of the animals have been obeerved. They
become livelier, retakes, impatient, irri-
table. quarrelsome and violent. Their
movements seem purposeless, and their
attention to what is going on around
them. and their intelligence, are dimin-
ished.
These observations have been con-
firmed by similar phenomena in the case
of human beings. The well known
-Crowbar ease." aescribed by the Amer-
icon physician Dr. Harlow. is one in
point. A young num waa busy tamping
a bnreting charge into a rock with a
pointed iron rod, when the charge sud-
denly exploded and the reel mitered hia
head under the angle of the lower jaw,
came out in the frontal regime. and was
found mime distance off coveral with
blool and braie subetance. He became
chiloliele willful, fickle and restless and
suffered loss of intelltatual mower.
Gradually, however, these symptoms
disappeartel; he recovered and livea for
thirteen years. His skull is preserved
in Harvard nniversity.-eBerlin Cor. Lon-
don Lancet.
It Was Only an Umbrella.
I sat in the public library the other
day. It was raining, and I had left my
nnobrella in the dripping stand, where
there were a doten oths-re.
A slender. bright eyed, well droned
young num. completely drenched with
the rain, entered. and walking deliber-
ately to the rack carefully selected an
ivory handled embrella-mine-and put-
ting it under his arm walked coolly tc
the doer.
I grabbed him by the sleeve, but be-
fore, I could neen my mouth to say a
word the etranger. with A pleasana half
condescending 'mile. pressed the ivory
handle into my disengaged hand. and
with the most courteous little bow im-
aginable said:
"Excuse me-yours? It is very pretty
indeed."
And with a smile and another charm-
ing bow he turned and strolled away,
quite unconcerned.
He waft the most polite thief I ever saw.
I should like to dine with him.-Bote
ton Globe.
Why Ton Get So Many Circulars.
A Chicago addressing company employs
from fifty 'to sixty-five people. "We
can furnish addremem of any clef:sof per-
sons wanted," hays the manager: "we
have a list of consnmptives in the United
States that cost t...)0,000 to compile. and
I am now preparing a list of people suf-
fering from asthma and from rhenma-
tame We regularly furnish addresses
of deaths, births, marriages, etc., to per-
sons who want to send circulars. Our
bill for postage was over $100,000 last
year."-San Francisco Argonaut.
Nondescript.
Author-After I complete story I am
often at a loes what to call it.
Realer-I experience the same diffi-
ulty with year stories. After I have
read them I am in doubt whether they
ought to be called stories or mot.-Yan-
kee Indo.
OPHIS IS,
Whether on pleasure bent or [mei-
nem, should take on every trip a bot-
tle of Syrup of Figs, as it acts most
pleasantly and effectually on the kid-
neys, liver anti ltowele, preventing
fevers, headaehem and other forms of
sickness. For sale in 50e and $1.00
bottles by all leading druggists.
Hord'e New Rule.
WAsiiiNitTos, D. C.,June 9.-There
was great hilarity in the House Sat-
urtlay when Mr. %Valker, of Massa-
chusetts+, becoming excited in the
midst of his silver epeech, pealed off'
his coat aud threw it (on the chair Ire-
hind. About that time Congressman
Frank strolled iie to the speaker's
desk and mated Mr. Reed if he could
have a little time to talk on silver.
'no. speaker turned from his silent
and severe contemplation on Mr.
Walker's undignified appearance and
said :
"You can have some time Mr.
Frank-that is upon a condition.
"Ali right," replied Mr. Frank,
"What is the condition '."'
" You must promise me," said the
speaker, his most Holenin manlier,
"that you 'int keep your pants op."
Chills end freer clung to me eleten
quinine illd tile no good. Two bottles of
Pluntli'm Tonle Syrup made me wound mei
well.-Clittn. Pepper, Nu. 12 Ferdinand ht.
New Orleans. La.
Steele Mackaye hits replaced \Vit.
ton Lackaye in "Money Mad." He
has elaborated his part with the hope
of strengthening it.
Minnie Palmer will arrive from
England about tlie middle of June,
Her % ['wriest] season opens in Sep-
tember.
Imuke Dempsey has been lying se-
riously ill iu the New York Hospi-
tal. She is slowly mending and
hopes to be out in a fortnight.
As Amateur.
It was Saturday evening. and the fam-
ily, am they were aconstomed en that
day, sat down to a meal of baked Leans.
The Frenchman. who was a guest, Was
asked by the hoetees: "Are yon fond of
baked beaus,. Monsieur do Grapautl?"
"Ah." said the Freuchnian. with a
'brag of his shouldere, an inclination of
his limed to one Kele and a raising of his
eyebrows. "I do eat ze baked beans. but
not amateur of zerin."
All the family looked puzzled by this
remark. and little Tommy, who sat at
the foot of the table, multi not restrain
his curiosity.
"Oh. Monisieur oln Crapande" he ex-
cl.:tined. "deem that mean that yon are a
prelessionel letked bean eater?"
Tommy had heard the word ••amateur"
abed simply tto mark the difference be-
tween thome who followed any sport Or
occupation for pleasure and those who
followed it to make a livelihood out of
it. To him "muleteer" had no other
meaning; and if M. du Crapatud was not
an "tunateur of baked beans" he must
be a profesitioonal.
The Frenchman. on the contrary, used
the word as meaning A lover of an art or
anything ebte whatsoever, or one having
special knowledge of it. To be an ama-
teur with !nun signified very much the
same thing RP what is ordinarily ex-
pressed by the other French word con-
noisseur. If lie had said that he "waa
not a connoisseur of baked beans," he
would not have been understood by
Tommy, perhaps, but he would not have
been so radically misunderstood. -
Youth's Companion.
Explanation of Dreams.
Supposing man to have been evolved
from a lower and animal type, the in-
stincte and impulses of the animal state
would be most potent when, as in sleep,
the watchful inhibitory faculties, the re-
sult of civilization and development, are
dormant. In other words, the old prim-
itive animal is waiting clam by to come
in and take possession when the evolved
soul has abdicate.1 its function. That
would account for the fact that we_sel-
don) have any conscience in our dreams,
and do in them without the shade of a
shadow of compunction things which all
the wealth and honore of the world could
not induce us to do in onr waking hours.
The moral sense seems to be totally
wanting in a dream.
That is a theory which does very well
as far as it goea. But it does not by any
umails cover the ground. In the case of
real imaginative dreemers. the dreaming
state of ten seems to be a superior in point
of intelligence to the waking state; that
is to say, great flights are poarible to the
meld then which are beyond the waking
coneciousnese Ineffable conceptions,
celestial visions. intense realizations or
recognitions of spiritual things, which
sometimes survive in waking thoughts.
and really illuminate them, often fall tc
the lot of the true dreamer. If the
moral sense lime ne place in such dreams,
it is because the sonl seems to have risen
superior to a moral sense! If the animal
hypothesis seems reasonable sometimei.
whet are we to (lo in making up our
theories of dreams with such visiees ma
these, which rise only when the veil of
flesh is drawn from before the inward
eye?-Boston Transcript.
The Japanese ries no:.
The hibachi is n fire box. of which the
simpleat form is that of a square. or cir-
cular. or oblong receptacle of wood.
tined with sheet copper. Into this a
quantity of lime dust or sifted aehes it
put, and on the top of that a little pile of
lighted charcoal, which butte@ slowly
and steadily upon the fine aehea, giving
out heat. but not a vestige of smoke.
This is the primitive and plainest form
of the "fire box:* smell as will be seen in
use for common purposes at railway star-
tions, in Kurnma sheds, in wayside tea
houses and restaurants rind in unpreten-
tious shope. But Japanme skill and
taste love to lavimli theineelves on this
central pieve of domestic furniture, and
you see hibachis, accordingly, of all
forms ana materials. Some ure made el
hammered copper, or brass, or iron, with
patterns delicately and beautifully beaten
out of the burnished metal. Soule I have
seen in great houses contrived from the
root of a vast tree, the gnarled and knot-
ted timber being laboriously hollowed
out and lined with copper, and the ex-
terior carefully polielial to bring forth
the beauty of the grain.-Cor. London
Telegraph.
Elsenbahme tine Air.
It is worth a fortune and a fann Le
stand in Battern park and watch the
open mouthed immiarants as they first
emerge from the barge office and catch
their tiret sight of the trains on the de-
vated railroads slowly puffing around the
corner of State street.
The first thing that they do ie te utter
an exclamation, each i a Ca. lane uage of
his or her birth, an.1 teat teey stand still
and look with wonder upon this strange
sight, so familiar to you and me, of rail-
roads in the air, or rather railroads on
stiltS, tranquilly doing business that
seems fated to end in destruction and
fall.
The wonder does not hart, Lowever, for
nhe strangers come to America expecting
o set! sights foreign and curiuus. If
New Yorkers were accustomed to go
iiisoff their businem on their heads I
suppose these fellows would only stare a
few moments and then take it as a mat-
ter of course.-New York Herald.
Nose Bleed.
Oastinate nose bleeding is frequently
one tit the most difficult things to check.
Several aegravated cases have (acumen
at the Hospital of the University of
Pennsylvania Aa a last resort Dr. D.
Hayes Agnew tried ham fat with great
tuccess. Two large cylinders of bacon
were foreal well into the nostrils, and
the hemorrhage ceased at once. This is
a very simple retnedy, and one which
should be remeniliered for cases of emer-
gency in the conntry.-Seience.
Baron Rothschild, the London head of
the great banking house, has been seized
upon by exceseive fatness, and will be
treated by the famous Dr. Schwennin-
ter.
"HACKMETACK," a lasting and
fragrant perfume. Price 25 and 50
cents. WYLY & 13 u us Err.
he right for Carlisle's Shoes.
COY I Ni rroN, KS.. June 9.-Not for
niany years ham such an enormou
crowd attended the primary couven-
tions to select delegates to nominate
a Congressman as Saturday. Front
every county seat comes the report of
large attendance and great enthusi-
asm. Campbell county. after a spir-
'its! conteet, instructed for Maj. A.
S. Berry, the present Mayor of New-
port, Kenton I-minty, had a warttr
fight and instructed for Judge 0•Ila-
ra, greatly to the discomfiture of
Theodore Hallanne friends, who had
hired every hack and omnibus, both
in this city and Cincinnati, to head
O'Hara off', even seuding men around
to pay for conveyances O'Hara had
ordered ond having them sent to
Hallanne addrees. Carroll county
instructed for Judge Graut; Grant
county sent adivided delegation, five
for Jutign Dickereon and three for
La Fountaine. In both these latter
counties Berry is second choice. Re-
turns front other cour ties are incom-
plete owing to poor telegraph facili-
ties, but each has a man of its own.
J ndieations point to Berry's nomina-
tion.
soo.
Hays the Southern Medical World:
"Mother's Friend" is growing in
favor throughout the South and is
highly recommended by physicians.
We consider it indispensable to those
who know they must pass through
the ordeal of child-birth. Write
Bradfield Reg. Co., Atlanta, (la , for
particulars. Sold by all druggists.
W. H. Stewart has been re-engag-
ed for Surgeon Fielding in "Held by
the Enemy." This will make his
third season in the past.





THE LIGHTEST WEIGHT PRACTICAL NKR EVER NAL
It forts perfectly on Ma NIX Pad; WIMPY grab;
beg dost grab; bait lodged vie. Sem ars Riot.
Strongest Frame, Simplest Goostrnetton. litest Draft, Greatest DureblIt
ty, Most Illestly
Managed. GREAT IMPROVEMENTS for 10 plane it farther th
an ever to tbelead of
pretended Meals. .11
iitt5 I Nal billjEach the leader in its Class.
The DEERING BINDER TWINE made by ourselves la the best in tbe world.
Apply to our nearest agent f or Illustrated Catalogue and Full Information
 or wrItedireall
10 ILL WPC DEENINC I CO.. Chicago. I
R.
T THE PARK.
I desire to gay to the farmers of this and
lions named below will wake the season of
my supervision. Au examination of therm
it is to your interest to breed to the best stoc
Respectf u I ly,
adjoining counties, that the Stal-
l/490, at the Driving Park, under




DZSCRIrriom-A deep chestnut,1515 herds,
fine style and speed and in every particular
the grandest atock horse ever in the country.,
11 inures:it-By Met'unly's Hambletonlan
31:261,,, by Harold hot Dam Belle, the Darn of
Nut wood 2:ISL,. W•dgewocel21101. Noontide
2:21e,, and notify t•t hers in it e list.
Bonnie's Darn Kat'e Lee dh,rourhbred i by
Rochester, he by Inds 11011111e Seolland. lat
Dant Ludy Lancaster, 21 Dam Kate by Lee
PaTUILIR. kilt-Will make the Season of PIM at
twenty dollars the season. If mare proves
not lu foal or barren, nioney will be refunded
whe the fact is detsrmined, or Pe to Insure
a mare in foal. Note payable ist of Auguest
will be aceeptiet In lieU tif C for TiCall011'11
services'.
imssr
• GORDON, NO. 3127.
Dane anrviox-The %Loa text made, best
bbned oung stallion in K entucky. Say
hands, foaled May 12th, NM. bred by Capt. 21.
M. clay, Parts Ky.
Patin:tsar-Aired by Onward. reeerd I-
sire of Heart 2:17, Shadelan onward IR
and 20 others in Ist dawt Cam nit.
of Cyclone 2:2ii sire 01 Dr hipetrks 2 yr. old
2::F.1 .) by Hamlet airy or 7 to Lek Madam
Favorite by Abdanah It,. sire of Goidellattit
Maid 2:14 ant Fl others in 2:110. Id atell hy
M ani bri no Chi. f I I. sire of La y TheriviihtIN
and rs . there in 2:30. Sth dans by Crowder.
5tii dam by Grey Eagle. lith dam by Whip.






IMPLEMENT & SEED STORE
We wish it) Pall the Sipeclal Attention of Farmers. to o
ur !tr menae stock of
lows, Wagons, Daggies and Seal,
Guaranteed to be First-Olaas.
Itiount's True-Blue Cast Steel Plows,soutt. Rend Chilled Plows.
Heilman's Oast Steel and Chilled Plows,Avery's &Steel mad Chilled Stowe
NOTICE.
The world renowned Deering Giant Mow-
ers cutting h, 6 and 'feet. The cheapest and








Buggy and Wagon Harness,
Saddles and Bridles.
Engines, Threshers and Stackers.





Shernin-Willlama, Mixed Paints. Fawn:








sad Fire Brick .
We defy any implement house in the United States. 
to best the above line of re, •
movie chew to home, and we keep a full stock of repairs 
for all. We moot cordially lc






Here you will find a pure assortment of the
BEST DRUGS
to be had in this or any city, and prescriptions 
are C01110




kept on hand. A complete line of Toilet Arti
cles
Stationery,
Pure Old Whiskies, Foreign and Domest
for medical purposes always kept o
giobt. Wooldridge,
LIVERY, FEED AND SALE STABLB
NINTH STREET NEAR DEPOT, HOPKI
N:'SVILLE, KY.
Sate horses anoI elegant turnouts. Patronag
e of commercial travels.
solicited.




ALSO AN ELECrANT LINE OF





I" W. DA /IN
4e5iescs air. 23 a31.13xx•Ebytp
TART° and Grain Commission Merchan
R R. and I Ith Ss. HOPKIMIYILLE. KY.
Liberal advances made on Tobacco In store. All t
obacco 'toured at mist of owner








The Tailor AND Drap
NO. 212, UPPER FIRST STR
ABSOLUTELY PURE i.;VA
aeonr
b..
Kbla
